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‘No one in this play is without culpability, without cruelty, without guilt. This is a play 
about repression, about the compromises effected by individuals negotiating between 
their private needs and their public obligations.’ CHRISTOPHER BIGSBY

This fortress which the play lays siege to is the 
fortress of unrelatedness. It is an assertion not so 
much of a morality in terms of right and wrong, 
but of a moral world’s being such because men 
cannot walk away from certain of their deeds. 

But here? This is the land of the 
great big dogs, you don't love a 
man here, you eat him!

It's dollars and cents, nickels and 
dimes; war and peace, it's nickels 

and dimes, what's clean? Half the 
goddam country is gotta go if I go! 

I did it for you, it was a 
chance and I took it for you.

For me! Where do you 
live, where have you 
come from? For me! 

We don’t know anything. 
You’ve got to protect us. 

The star of one's honesty. And you spend your life groping for it, 
but once it's out it never lights again.

Once and for all you can know 
there's a universe of people outside 

and you're responsible to it,

A TRAGEDY IN 
THREE ACTS

Forget now. Live.

He'd like to take every man who 
made money in the war and put 
him up against a wall.

You're a boy, what could I do! 

See it human.
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PURPOSE 

As an assertion of man’s 
need to take responsibility 
for his actions, the play is a 
devastating indictment of war-
profiteering and exposes the conflict 
between self-interest and civic 
responsibility , and the tension 
between public and private morality. 
Opening in 1947, when the Second World War had so 
recently ended, must have been pointedly painful to the 
audience, considering how many had experienced similar 
losses of a son, a brother, a fiancé. Of course, even for those 
whose circumstances did not resemble All My Sons, the 
play’s lesson is that they are ‘all our sons’ and thus that the 
grief and culpability are communal. The play’s shocking 
revelations and Miller’s insistence that we must take 
responsibility for our actions provide a lesson about the 
destructive self-interest and the greed that drives 
capitalism, sacrificing human values to material values.   

TOBY ZINMAN  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HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

American Industry during World War II 
The American home front during World War II is essentially a lesson in basic economics: As demand for war 
materiel skyrocketed, supply congruously followed suit—fuelled by a workforce that had previously seen 
unemployment figures to the tune of 24.9 percent just eight years earlier. In the words of President Franklin 
D. Roosevelt: 'Dr. New Deal was replaced by Dr. Win the War.' 

The aircraft industry is prime example of this surge in national production: In May 1940, during the same 
week The Netherlands’ government surrendered to German forces and France was buckling under the threat 
of invasion, President Roosevelt went before Congress and requested an exponential increase in aircraft 
production. Just 18 months earlier Roosevelt had asked that 3,000 additional aircrafts be produced on the 
government’s dime. This time, he asked Congress to authorise funding for 50,000 new warplanes. 

The numbers are staggering. In 1939, 2,141 aircrafts were built in the United States. Just five years later, the 
aircraft industry reached its production peak at 96,318 aircrafts in a single year, more than the USSR and 
Britain’s aircraft production combined. No amount of government-sponsored social programs could have 
instigated an economic surge of this magnitude. Yet the irony remained that, while businessmen like Joe 
Keller prospered with the advent of government war contacts, hundreds of thousands of young American 
men were perishing on the European and Pacific fronts. It was a dichotomy that was unconscionable and 
unavoidable, given the desperate need for military equipment and the inevitable profits these produced. 

By the end of the war, the U.S. had produced 88,410 tanks, 257,390 artillery weapons, 2,679,840 machine 
guns, 2,382,311 military trucks and 324,750 warplanes. The United States Steel Corp. made 31.4 million kegs 
of nails, and enough steel fencing to stretch from New York City to San Francisco. Spending on military 
preparedness reached a stunning $75 million a day by December 1941, and, by 1944, war profits after taxes 
reached $10.8 billion. 

Not only were factories asked to churn out materiel at this alarming rate — and it was considered the 
ultimate patriotic duty to do so — most also were switching from the products they’d previously produced 
and knew well (air conditioners, washer/dryers, etc.) to complex tank and aircraft parts. The automobile 
industry, for example, produced roughly 3 million cars in 1941. In the years following Pearl Harbour, fewer 
than 400 new vehicles were manufactured as factories were retooled to produce tanks, aircrafts and military 
trucks. The demand was so high that pilots were known to sleep on cots outside the major plants, waiting to 
fly the planes away as they came off the production lines. 

There is, however, an important distinction between a family-run business like Joe Keller’s and mega-
corporations like U.S. Steel and General Motors. Given their massive production capabilities, government 
contracts disproportionally favoured these large corporations: Ten companies received 30 percent of the total 
$240 billion spent on defence contracts during the war. 

War profiteering 
The United States’ government was acutely aware of the massive demands it was making on American 
industry. As early as 1940 the government already had doled out $10 billion in defense contracts. President 
Roosevelt, a staunch opponent of war profiteering, was caught between the nation’s critical need for materiel 
and his aversion to the acquisition of extreme wealth in wartime. 'The American people will not relish the 
idea of any American citizen growing rich and fat in an emergency of blood and slaughter and human 
suffering,' he said in 1938. 
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Despite pressure from his government to compromise with big business, FDR was still committed to his 
moral instinct that companies should not rake in cash while soldiers gave their lives across the ocean. 
There had to be some way to legalize profiteering, or at least ensure that no company was succeeding in 
spite of inefficiency, mismanagement or internal corruption. If the government could not directly control war 
profits, the least it could do was make certain that the prospering companies were clean, honorable 
businesses that were just as venerable as the soldiers to whom they supplied material. 

Walter Kerr writes, 'Arthur Miller is a problem playwright, in both senses of the word. As a man of 
independent thought, he is profoundly, angrily concerned with the immediate issues of our society—with the 
irresponsible pressures which are being brought to bear on free men, with the self-seeking which blinds 
whole segments of our civilisation to justice, with the evasions and dishonesties into which cowardly men 
are daily slipping.' 

The Truman Committee 
The Senate Special Committee to Investigate the National Defence Program (nicknamed The Truman 
Committee in honour of its no-nonsense chairman, Harry S. Truman) is a study in governmental efficiency 
and productivity. Its aim was not so much to sniff out war profiteers as it was to uncover incompetence, 
waste and corruption in war-contracted businesses. 

In 1941, Truman and his team embarked on a legendary road trip, traveling more than 10,000 miles to visit 
military bases, plants, small-town factories and corporation headquarters, with the aim of stamping out bad 
business and perfecting the American war machine. Between the years of 1941 and 1948, the Truman 
Committee called almost 1,800 witnesses to hundreds of hearings and issued more than 50 reports. The 
committee’s findings indicted hundreds of companies and undoubtedly saved the lives of thousands of 
soldiers who might have otherwise perished from defective material—as well as millions of taxpayer 
dollars. The committee was hailed as a grand success and its chairman universally praised for his 
determination and meticulous management skills. The committee catapulted Truman, then a Missouri 
senator (D), to political stardom and primed him for his future role as president. 

World War II Draft 
In 1939, the United States Army had fewer than 200,000 men in uniform who could be sent overseas with 
proper training. As the threat of war loomed larger, Congress realized they could not rely on volunteers to 
build a competitive army. So in September 1940, President Roosevelt signed the Selective Training and 
Service Act, the first peacetime draft in the country’s history. The law required all men ages 21- 35 to hand 
over their personal information to local draft boards, thereby submitting themselves to the national draft 
lottery. That age bracket would later be expanded to men ages 18-45 after the United States officially entered 
the war. 6,443 draft boards were promptly set up around the country. Families waited with bated breath for 
Secretary of War Henry Stimson to reach into the lottery 'war bowl' and pick out a capsule that would contain 
a single slip of paper with a number 1 through 7,836 printed on it. The first number drawn on Oct. 29, 1940, 
was 158; it was held by 6,175 young men across the country. 

By the war’s end, more than 35 million men had registered with the Army, 10 million of whom were drafted. 
While the American death toll from World War II hovers just above one million, almost 75,000 soldiers remain 
Missing in Action, the highest number from any American war. Roughly 20,000 of these MIA soldiers were 
men who served in the U.S. Army Air Forces, whose planes crashed in inaccessible mountainous regions 
or into foreign waters. 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CONCERNS 

Social responsibility / the social contract 
In Crito, an early Platonic dialogue, Socrates declines to escape and opts to accept his pending death 
sentence, the reason being that he is socially obligated to do so. Socrates argues that he is the product of 
the laws of Athens and owes his education, citizenship and life to the order and civility of Greek society. One of 
the tenets of the society in which he had chosen to live is that criminals must be punished. Socrates 
ultimately was unwilling to step outside that social contract, even to save his life. 

This idea of a social contract is at the centre of All My Sons. 'The concept behind it was that Joe Keller was 
both responsible for and part of a great web of meaning, of being,' Miller said in 1999, 'And a person who 
violates it in the way he did has done more than kill a few men. He has killed the possibility of a society 
having any future, any life. He has destroyed the life-force in that society.'  

Helen Fein, a sociologist and historian who speaks frequently on the topic of modern genocide, coined the 
phrase 'universe of obligation,' which she has defined as 'the limits of the common conscience; those whom 
we are obligated to protect, to take into account, and to whom we must account.' In All My Sons, Joe and Chris 
Keller operate under different assumptions when it comes to their respective universes of obligation and 
who falls inside and outside the sphere of their social contract. 

Christopher Bigsby writes, 'Joe Keller’s crime is that he has sent defective cylinder heads for use in aircraft 
engines, he has committed perjury, and has allowed others to bear responsibility rather than accept the 
consequences of his own actions. But this is not primarily a play about a crime. It’s about a man’s failure to 
understand the terms of the social contract. In Miller’s wartime play The Half-Bridge, never produced, the 
ultimate crime, in a drama about espionage and blackmail, is not those breaches of criminal law but the 
removal of buoys which mark safe passage through ocean waters. Remove such buoys, both literal and 
symbolic, and there is no longer a common world from which we may derive either personal identity or 
social meaning. This is what is at stake in All My Sons.' 

Arthur Miller writes, 'Joe Keller’s trouble, in a word, is not that he cannot tell right from wrong but that his 
cast of mind cannot admit that he, personally, has any viable connection with his world, his universe, or his 
society. He is not a partner in society, but an incorporated member… This fortress which All My Sons lays 
siege to is the fortress of unrelatedness. It is an assertion not so much of a morality in terms of right and 
wrong, but of a moral world’s being such because men cannot walk away from certain of their deeds. In this 
sense Joe Keller is a threat to society and in this sense the play is a social play. Its 'socialness' does not 
reside in its having dealt with the crime of selling defective materials to a nation at war—the same crime 
could easily be the basis of a thriller which would have no place in social dramaturgy. It is that the crime is 
seen as having roots in a certain relationship of the individual to society, and to a certain indoctrination he 
embodies, which, if dominant, can mean a jungle existence for all of us no matter how high our buildings 
soar.' 

Louis Kronenburger writes, 'All My Sons slashes at all the defective parts of our social morality: but most of 
all it slashes at the unsocial nature of family loyalties, of protecting or aggrandizing the tribe at the expense 
of society at large.' Paul Blumberg writes, 'One of the most overriding themes in Miller’s plays... is what 
might be called the quest for community. How in the modern world is it possible to recapture the 'primary 
group' values of affection, compassion, solidarity and responsibility? It is the tragedy of the industrial world, 
according to Miller, that the idea of community has withered, atrophied, and the humanistic links connecting 
man to man have been severely damaged.' 
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The American Dream 
The term ‘The American Dream’ was coined by writer-historian James Truslow Adams in his 1931 book Epic 
of America. 'The American Dream,' Truslow wrote, 'is that dream of a land in which life should be better and 
richer and fuller for everyone, with opportunity for each according to ability or achievement.' In the world of 
All My Sons, we can consider the American Dream to be the Kellers’, Lubeys’ and Baylisses’ achievement of 
material and familial bliss. 

The phrase is now closely associated with the idea of ownership and financial stability and conjures images 
of well-manicured homes much like the Kellers’. Over time the phrase even has taken on a kind of glossy 
reputation, as if to imply its own inherent impossibility. All My Sons is, to a certain extent, a critique of this 
dream and an indictment of those who clamor to achieve it without first paying credence to the morals on 
which such a society must be built. The idea is also critiqued in F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby and 
John Steinbeck’s Of Mice and Men, the first going after the American Dream’s shallow materialism, the 
second attacking the assumption that the dream is available to any American. 

War and its effects: survivor’s guilt 
To a certain degree, Chris Keller suffers from what would later be diagnosed as 'Survivor’s Guilt,' a 
psychological term originally coined in the 1960s to describe survivors of the Holocaust who felt they weren’t 
entitled to happiness or wealth after the trauma of the concentration camps. The arbitrary nature of war—
the sheer incomprehensibility of why certain people die and others live—provides an unstable entry point 
back into society of most survivors. In his introduction to All My Sons, Christopher Bigsby writes, 'Chris feels 
guilty about his new happiness. In the war he led his men to their death. He is a survivor who feels the guilt 
of the survivor, a theme that Miller would return to in After the Fall (1964). Beyond that, he can see no 
connection between the sacrifices of war and the way of life it was supposedly fought to preserve.' 

Robert Jay Lifton, a psychiatrist who studied psychological disorders in WWII veterans, described Survivor’s 
Guilt this way: 'It is the soldier-survivor sense of having betrayed his buddies by letting them die while he 
stayed alive—at the same time feeling relieved and even joyous that it was he who survived ... his pleasure in 
surviving becoming a further source of guilt. Essentially, the survivor is plagued by the question: how I can be 
thankful and guilty at the same time?' This syndrome is only accentuated in Chris’s case, as it was his 
brother who died in addition to his entire company. When we meet Chris at the beginning of Act I, he is 
making his first move since the war toward owning his much-tainted happiness—by asking Annie to visit. 

‘Tragedy and the Common Man’ 
Arthur Miller writes, 'In this age few tragedies are written. It has often been held that the lack is due to a 
paucity of heroes among us, or else that modern man has had the blood drawn out of his organs of belief by 
the skepticism of science, and the heroic attack on life cannot feed on an attitude of reserve and 
circumspection. For one reason or another, we are often held to be below tragedy-or tragedy above us. The 
inevitable conclusion is, of course, that the tragic mode is archaic, fit only for the very highly placed, the kings 
or the kingly, and where this admission is not made in so many words it is most often implied. 

I believe that the common man is as apt a subject for tragedy in its highest sense as kings were. On the face 
of it this ought to be obvious in the light of modern psychiatry, which bases its analysis upon classic 
formulations, such as the Oedipus and Orestes complexes, for instance, which were enacted by royal beings, 
but which apply to everyone in similar emotional situations. More simply, when the question of tragedy in art 
in not at issue, we never hesitate to attribute to the well-placed and the exalted the very same mental 
processes as the lowly. 
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As a general rule, to which there may be exceptions unknown to me, I think the tragic feeling is evoked in us 
when we are in the presence of a character who is ready to lay down his life, if need be, to secure one thing — 
his sense of personal dignity. From Orestes to Hamlet, Medea to Macbeth, the underlying struggle is that of 
the individual attempting to gain his 'rightful' position in his society. Sometimes he is one who has been 
displaced from it, sometimes one who seeks t attain it for the first time, but the fateful wound from which the 
inevitable events spiral is the wound of indignity and its dominant force is indignation. Tragedy, then, is the 
consequence of a man's total compulsion to evaluate himself justly. 

In the sense of having been initiated by the hero himself, the tale always reveals what has been called his 
'tragic flaw,' a failing that is not peculiar to grand or elevated characters. Nor is it necessarily a weakness. 
The flaw, or crack in the character, is really nothing—and need be nothing, but his inherent unwillingness to 
remain passive in the face of what he conceives to be a challenge to his dignity, his image of his rightful status. 

There is a misconception of tragedy with which I have been struck in review after review, and in many 
conversations with writers and readers alike. It is the idea that tragedy is of necessity allied to pessimism. 
Even the dictionary says nothing more about the word than that it means a story with a sad or unhappy 
ending. This impression is so firmly fixed that I almost hesitate to claim that in truth tragedy implies more 
optimism in its author than does comedy, and that its final result ought to be the reinforcement of the 
onlooker’s brightest opinions of the human animal. 

For, if it is true to say that in essence the tragic hero is intent upon claiming his whole due as a personality, 
and if this struggle must be total and without reservation, then it automatically demonstrates the 
indestructible will of man to achieve his humanity. The possibility of victory must be there in tragedy. Where 
pathos rules, where pathos is finally derived, a character has fought a battle he could not possibly have won. 
The pathetic is achieved when the protagonist is, by virtue of his witlessness, his insensitivity or the very air 
he gives off, incapable of grappling with a much superior force. Pathos truly is the mode for the pessimist. 
But tragedy requires a nicer balance between what is possible and what is impossible. And it is curious, although 
edifying, that the plays we revere, century after century, are the tragedies. In them, and in them alone, lies 
the belief— optimistic, if you will, in the perfectibility of man. It is time, I think, that we who are without 
kings, took up this bright thread of our history and followed it to the only place it can possible lead in our time
—the heart and spirit of the average man.' 

Stefani Kooney writes, 'Miller’s protagonists, at once both complex and contradictory, are most often male 
and traditionally carry the moral burden of the play. Their suffering, sacrifice, and deliberate acts of passive 
resistance are presented as ideals with which the audience is meant to identify and respect. Miller crafts his 
characters to attain their allotment of personal heroism only through the acceptance of their social guilt. 
Each man’s tragedy ultimately reveals itself as a loss of private honour in the face of a more public 
responsibility.' 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PRIMER 

Characters 
Joe Keller, owner of a factory - tragic hero, American everyman (‘average Joe’), devoted father-provider  
Kate Keller, Joe’s wife - the fulcrum of the family, embodying deceit and familial preservation  
Chris Keller, son of Joe and Kate - close to a Christ-like figure with his high moral ideals  
Ann Deever, former fiancée of the Kellers' dead son, Larry - shares Chris’s dreams and desires 
George Deever, Ann’s brother - a device to pursue justice and bring the truth to light 
Dr. Jim Bayliss, next door neighbour to the Kellers  - ‘the voice of disillusioned experience’, ‘authorial voice’ 
Sue Bayliss, Jim’s wife - cynical, with material ambitions; a device to convey the Kellers’ wrongdoing  
Frank Lubey, neighbour to the Kellers - dabbles with astrology, escaped multiple drafts, has come to wealth 
Lydia Lubey, Frank’s wife - mother of three; stereotypical, one-dimensional female figure 
Bert, adolescent neighbour - a plot device to foreground the ‘jail’ the Kellers are already in 

Synopsis 
Factory owner Joe Keller’s comfortable middle-class life is shaken to its core on a single late summer 
Sunday in 1947. His son Chris intends to propose marriage to Ann Deever, the daughter of Joe’s former 
business partner who is now in prison for having sold defective equipment to the Army Air Force. Ann was 
once the girlfriend of Chris’ brother Larry, missing in action for three years. Chris’ mother cannot accept 
their engagement because she refuses to give up hope that Larry is still alive and will return home. Into this 
household already fraught with tension, Ann’s brother George brings information that Joe deliberately 
allowed his partner to take the blame for the faulty equipment and has for years escaped punishment for his 
part in causing the deaths of 21 pilots. Joe is doubly wounded by Chris’ revulsion of his wartime choices and 
by the revelation that Larry died attempting to expiate his crimes. Forced to confront the consequences of his 
culpability, Joe takes desperate and devastating action. 

At the heart of the drama lie the contrary world views held by Chris and Joe Keller. Chris fought in World War 
II and saw his comrades-in-arms give their lives for each other in universal brotherhood. He strains to find a 
similar moral grounding in his post-war life. Joe prospered during the war, but knew if he lost the lucrative 
Army contract he risked losing his whole business. He devoted his life to providing a comfortable future for 
his family. Chris struggles with his affection and loyalty for his father and his concept of justice and universal 
brotherhood which his father offended. 

Background 
The action of the play is set in August 1947, in the mid-west of the U.S.A. The events depicted occur between 
Sunday morning and a little after two o'clock the following morning. 

Three and a half years before the events of the play, Larry Keller was reported missing in action, while flying 
a mission off the coast of China. His father, Joe Keller, was head of a business which made aero engine parts. 
When, one night, the production line began to turn out cracked cylinder heads, the night foreman alerted 
Joe's deputy manager, Steve Deever as he arrived at work. Steve telephoned Joe at home, to ask what to do. 
Worried by the lost production and not seeing the consequences of his decision, Joe told Steve to weld over 
the cracks. He said that he would take responsibility for this, but could not come in to work, as he had 
influenza. Several weeks later twenty-one aeroplanes crashed on the same day, killing the pilots. 

Investigation revealed the fault in the cylinder heads, and Steve and Joe were arrested and convicted. On 
appeal, Joe denied Steve's (true) version of events, convinced the court he knew nothing of what had 
happened, and was released from prison. Before his last flight, Larry wrote to his fiancée, Ann, Steve's 
daughter. He had read of his father's and Steve's arrest. Now he was planning suicide. 
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Three and a half years later, Ann has told no-\ one of this letter. Kate Keller knows her husband to be guilty 
of the deaths of the pilots and has convinced herself that Larry is alive. She will not believe him dead, as this 
involves the further belief that Joe has caused his own son's death, an intolerable thought. She expects Larry 
to return, and keeps his room exactly as it was when he left home.  It is this belief which has enabled her, for 
three and a half years, to support Joe by concealing her knowledge of a dreadful crime he has committed. 

In return she demands his support for her hope that Larry will come back. Ann and her brother, George, have 
disowned their father, believing him guilty. But George has gone at last to visit his father in jail, and Steve has 
persuaded him of the true course of events. 

The play opens on the following (Sunday) morning; by sheer coincidence, Ann has come to visit the Kellers. 
For two years, Larry's brother, Chris, has written to her. Now he intends to propose to her, hence the 
invitation. She is in love with him and has guessed his intention. On the Saturday night there is a storm; a 
tree, planted as a memorial to Larry, is snapped by the wind. Kate wakes from a dream of Larry and, in the 
small hours, enters the garden to find the tree broken. 

Summary of events 
Autumn, 1943: Joe allows Steve to supply the USAAF with faulty cylinder heads 
Late autumn, 1943: Twenty-one planes crash; Joe and Steve arrested 
November 25, 1943: Larry crashes plane deliberately off coast of China 
1944?: Joe makes successful appeal; Steve remains in prison 
1945: Chris Keller starts to write to Ann Deever 
August, 1947: Ann visits Chris; George (unknown to Ann) visits Steve 
Saturday, August,1947: Larry's memorial blown down 
Sunday, August,1947: Opening of the play 

Glossary 
Detroit: an economically distraught city until the war, when it became one of the most important industrial 
cities in the nation. More than 50% of U.S. war materials were manufactured there, and the Manhattan 
Project had one of its three secret plants outside of Detroit. 

Newfoundland dogs: large dogs (similar to the St. Bernard) with a sweet personalities and great intelligence; 
regularly used on Newfoundland fishing ships; the breed had a kind of renaissance after WWI. (Act 1, 4) 

Don Ameche: popular leading man of the 1930s-1940s. There’s no record of Ameche playing a doctor in a film 
released around 1947, but he played the title character in The Story of Alexander Graham Bell in 1939 and 
was long associated with that role. 'There was as doctor in that picture ...' 'Don Ameche!' (Act 1, 7) 

Dast: had better dare. 'Nobody in this house dast take her faith away.' (Act 1, 22) 

Three-weeks salary: according to the census bureau, the average family in 1947 earned $3,546/ year, roughly 
equivalent to $27,500 if adjusted for inflation. Given Ann’s gender and single status, her three-week salary 
would likely land around $90; she spent close to the modern equivalent of $700 on the dress. (Act 1, 24) 

Haberdashering: dealing in men’s clothes and accessories. 'You still haberdashering?' (Act 1, 30) 

Maybe I too can be president: A reference to the fact that, upon his return from WWII, future president Harry 
Truman opened a men’s clothing store in Missouri, his home state. (Act 1, 30) 
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George Bernard Shaw: Irish playwright (1856-1950) noted for dazzling wit, irony, satire and brilliant command 
of the English language. 'George Bernard Shaw as an elephant.' (Act 1, 39) 

Hair shirt: a scratchy, uncomfortable shirt made of coarse animal hair; worn next to skin for penance and 
often associated with martyrs. 'Research pays 25 dollars a week minus laundering the hair shirt.' (Act 2, 49) 

Roué: a debaucherous man, a rake. 'The great roué!' (Act 2, 51) 

Everybody’s gettin’ so goddam educated in this country: Joe Keller makes this comment. Around the turn of the 
century, the median education level of white males was the 8th grade; high school graduation was rare 
(Kroch and Sjoblom, 1994). In 1920, just 22 percent of those between the ages of 25 and 29 were high school 
graduates. By 1940, 38 percent of this age group had graduated from high school, but only 6 percent had 
graduated from college with a bachelor’s degree. (Act 2, 52) 

Patsy: a sucker; unwitting victim of a joke or scheme. 'Joe is a big shot.. your father is the patsy.' (Act 2, 59) 

Eagle Scouts: the highest rank in the Boy Scouts of America. Indicates young men of high moral calibre. 'You 
had big principles, Eagle Scouts the three of you;...' (Act 2, 67) 

Andy Gump: a cartoon strip that first appeared in 1917, created by Sidney Smith. '...who never reads anything 
but Andy Gump has three children...' (Act 2, 67) 

General Motors: by 1947, GM had manufactured over 25 million cars and more than $12.3 billion worth of war 
material; one of the 'big three automakers' along with Ford and DaimlerChrysler, GM was the size the Kellers 
could only dream of attaining, but clearly also means the Kellers are doing well. 'I saw your factory on the 
way from the station. It looks like General Motors.' (Act 2, 68) 

P-40s: the P-40 was America’s foremost fighter in service when WWII began. P-40s engaged Japanese 
aircraft during the attack on Pearl Harbour and the invasion of the Philippines in December 1941. According 
to the U.S. Air Force Museum, at the end of its WWII career, more than 14,000 P-40s had been produced for 
service in the air forces of 28 nations. (Act 2, 75) 

Kick-back: a reaction or repercussion; (probably not an exchange of money because of coercion or seedy 
business deals). 'But weeks passed and I got no kick-back, so I was going to tell them.' (Act 2, 77) 

Private little revolutions: Jim is describing his own aspirations to ‘help humanity’, save the world. 'These 
private little revolutions always die. The compromise is always made.' (Act 3, 80) 

What ice does that cut?: an expression that means, 'what does that have to do with anything?' (Act 3, 82) 

Forty-foot front: likely to be a reference to the production line. 'To him the world had a forty-foot front, it 
ended at the building line.' (Act 3, 84) 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METHODS 

Dramatic Structure 
Three-act structure of tragedy: exposition, conflict, catastrophe / denouement. Deceptively calm and relaxed 
opening to Acts 1 and 2. Dramatic end to both Act 2 (Chris’s repudiation of Keller and Joe’s admission) and Act 
3 (Joe’s suicide). The Chris-Keller conflict is arguably the play’s climax.  Mother’s slip is arguably Keller’s 
peripeteia, where his fortunes take a sudden reversal. The suicide is self-evidently the catastrophe that brings 
about catharsis for the audience. 

Dramatic rhythm alternates between tense and relaxed moods. For instance, Frank’s entrances usually break 
the tension by injecting comedy. Similarly, the uneasiness between Chris and Keller at the end of Act One is 
disrupted by celebratory calls for ‘Champagne’ and ‘tuxedos’ at Chris’s wedding with Ann. 

Chronologically linear, morning-to-night scheme: optimistic brightness to grim darkness, order to chaos. 
Compressed action: the drama unfolds within twenty four hours or so. 

Bringing the past into the present: the key incident occurs before the play’s timeline and haunts the 
characters. George’s entrance is ‘delayed’ in Act 2 and signifies the ‘return of the repressed’.  

Setting, Motifs and Devices 
The Kellers’ backyard is the only setting in the play. It provides a ‘semi-private’ space that is both ‘secluded’ 
from the rest of the community and open to visits from neighbours. Significantly, the backyard setting  with 
its garden chairs foregrounds the family’s good relations with the community. On the other hand, the ‘thick’ 
poplar trees are a metaphorical shelter for the family from external threats, or a ‘jail’ / cage that entraps 
them in the past / their denial of Larry’s death and Keller’s culpability. 

This setting simultaneously establishes the nostalgic mood of the play, as it is the centre of Ann, Chris and 
Larry’s childhood. The setting also ‘conserves’ their relationships as they existed in the past: Chris will 
always be Larry’s brother and Ann will always be Larry’s girlfriend in the backyard. We can also interpret the 
poplar trees as a symbol of the Kellers’ ‘hermetic’, closed-off existence. 

The apple tree represents Larry after his disappearance. It also symbolises the Kellers’ lives after Larry’s 
death; it was planted to mark the beginning of Kate’s ‘fantasy’ that Larry is still alive. As a biblical parallel to 
the Book of Genesis, it could possibly signify the Kellers’ collective guilt as well. 

The jail motif, first highlighted in the exchange between Bert and Keller, arguably book-ends the play. At the 
end, Chris ‘convinces’ Keller to serve time in jail to atone for his misdeeds. These references to prison can 
also be seen in Ann and George’s allusions to the poplar trees. 

The letter confirms Larry’s suicide; it brings finality, negating the fiction and fantasies constructed around 
Larry’s ‘disappearance’. The baseball glove represents the characters’ memories of him before he left for the 
war. The letter does not necessarily confirm that Joe is guilty; it only tells us that Larry thinks he is. 

The newspaper is read for its classified (profit, business) and book (intellect, sophistication, moral high-
ground) sections. 
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Dramatic Action 
Movement and distance between characters - ‘He is close to him now’ (41), ‘their movements are now those 
of subtle pursuit and escape. Keller keeps a step out of Chris’s range as he talks’ (78), ‘moving on her’ (85), 
’Mother moves left to chair, but does not sit’ (86) 

Physical intimacy or closeness - ‘Mother cups his face in her hands… touches his hair’ (63), ‘He kisses her, 
but without their bodies touching’ (37), ‘He grips Chris by the back of the neck’ (41). 

Physical aggression - ‘She has taken his arm, and unwillingly he moves across stage with her’ (64), 
‘snatches letter from Ann’s hand’ (84), ‘She grasps Ann’s wrist’ (85), ’taking his arm’, ‘pulling violently away 
from him’ (88) 

Physical violence - ‘Mother smashes him across the face’ (75), ’With his fist he pounds down upon his 
father’s shoulder’ (78) 

Characterisation 
Character names - The choice of ‘Joe’ (Joseph) for the father and ‘Chris’ (Christ) the son appear to be 
deliberate biblical allusions. Joe pleads with Chris that ‘a man can’t be a Jesus in this world!’. Kate Keller is 
defined by her role as ‘Mother’.  

Character introductions - Joe Keller is constructed as at once an ‘ignoramus’, an ‘uneducated man’ with 
‘peasant-like common sense’ (3). Chris is identified as ‘like his father’ and ‘a man capable of immense 
affection and loyalty’ . Mother is introduced as ‘a woman of uncontrolled inspirations and an overwhelming 
capacity for love.’ 

The tragic hero - Joe Keller is the foremost tragic hero who makes an ‘incorrect moral choice’ which he must 
atone for. As an Everyman (the average Joe) and a father, he is nonetheless presented as a noble figure, a 
‘man among men’. His sense of ‘unrelatedness’ - moral ignorance combined with his blind devotion to his 
own family - is the hamartia that causes his downfall. 

Chris Keller too can be read as a tragic hero, whose hamartia - an inability to compromise on his own ideals 
and values - will lead to his father’s suicide. He is for the most part a contradictory figure who embodies 
Christian virtues, self-sacrifice and responsibility, but also accepts the materialistic values of his age. 

Character foils - Joe and Chris are presented as clear character foils who hold opposing concepts of family 
loyalty / private interests and social responsibility / public duty. 

George, stuck in the past, alienated and aimless, contrasts Chris’s idealism and family. He also represents 
‘the past re-entering the present’, or as an agent of justice who interrogates the past. 

Authorial voice - Jim Bayliss speaks on behalf of Miller by lamenting that ‘the compromise is always made’. 
Despite realistically prioritising money over medical research, he continues to lionise Chris for his ideals. He 
perhaps provides the most balanced perspective towards the ideological conflict. 

Greek chorus - Jim and Sue Bayliss act as the Greek Chorus of the play, representing the rest of the 
community to comment on the main action. It is Sue who confirms Joe’s misdeed in Act 2 and informs Ann 
about Chris’s ‘phony idealism. At the start of Act 3,  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Language 
Tone - a character’s tone is dependent on stage directions, diction / lexis and sentence functions. The key is 
to avoid generic words like ‘says’ or ‘replies’. Instead, consider using the following adjectives and verbs:  

persuasive, conciliatory, sympathetic, pleading, pitiful, defensive, insistent, resikyspiteful, bitter, hostile, 
aggressive, accusatory, condemnatory, threatening, cynical, matter-of-fact, idealistic. 

  
Diction and lexis - try to spot repetition / word patterns (e.g. ‘for you’) or a general quality of language (e.g. 
pragmatic, down-to-earth). 

Joe Keller’s language is unmistakably working-class: abbreviated sentences, sentence fragments, 
dropped letters (e.g. thinkin’) and colloquialisms (e.g. ‘gonna’). His words largely express his 
pragmatic world view and a blind devotion to the family. 

Kate’s language similarly revolves around the home and family. 

Chris uses ‘difficult’ words that demonstrate his intellect / education and high-minded ideals / values.  

George’s speech tends towards the legalistic, befitting his interrogative role and his background as a 
lawyer. 

Sue and Jim Bayliss both seem to speak with a cynical, jaded outlook that contrasts with the 
exuberance and perhaps naiveté of Frank and Lydia Lubey. 

Sentence functions - these shape the speaker’s intention or purpose. The following functions can be used to 
various effects. For instance, a declarative sentence (e.g. ’He’s not going to marry her’) may seek to 
challenge, overrule, reject another character’s intentions. Likewise, interrogatives may be intended to 
manipulate, dissuade or condemn (e.g. ’What the hell do you mean, you did it for me?’). 

Declarative: a statement or assertion (e.g. ‘She’s not Larry’s girl’, ‘You killed them’) 
Interrogative: a question or rhetorical question (e.g. ’Any news?’, ’How dare you pack her bag?’) 
Imperative: a command or directive, without a subject (e.g. ’Go on’, ‘Listen to him’, ‘Give it to him’) 
Affirmative: to coax or show agreement (e.g. ’I will’, ‘Sure, why not?’, ‘All right, Joe’, ‘Yes, I’m sure’) 
Exclamative: to express joy, shock, anger, pain (e.g. ’You killed them, you murdered them!’) 

Sentence length - sentences can be short or long, terse or extensive. 

Sentence structure - anaphora refers to the repetition of a particular word or phrase at the start of successive 
sentences (‘I want.. I want.. I want..’, ‘you’re out of business. You got a process…  You don’t know..’). 

Pauses and silences - denoted by stage directions or by the use of ellipses […] and dashes [—] 

Echoing - when one character repeats another’s lines, in disbelief or with contempt. (‘For me!… For me!’) 
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DRAMATIC STRUCTURE 
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Exposition consists of 
early material providing 
the theme, establishing 
setting and introducing 
major characters and 
sometimes early hints of 
the coming conflict.

EXPOSITION

Rising action is an 
increase in tension or 
uncertainty developing 
out of the conflict.

CATASTROPHE

The moment of reversal is called 
the peripeteia in classical 

tragedy. The protagonist’s 
fortunes change irrecoverably 
and at some point, he realises 

his tragic flaw (hamartia).

The falling action is a 
culmination to the final 

catastrophe and invokes 
catharsis (emotional purgation) 

for the audience. 

The catastrophe presents the 
hero suffering for an earlier 

choice and that choice causes 
suffering to those the hero 

loves or wants to protect.

The climax is the moment of 
greatest tension, uncertainty 
or audience involvement. 
Sometimes called the crisis. 

An intensification of the 
conflict in a story or play. 
Complication builds up, 
accumulates, and develops 
the primary or central conflict.

TRAGEDY 
FREYTAG’S PYRAMID

ACT ONE 

Exposition 
The tree / Nov 25th 

Rising action 
George’s call

ACT TWO 

Complication 
George’s arrival 

Reversal / Peripeteia 
Mother’s slip 

Climax 
Chris-Keller conflict

ACT THREE 

Falling action 
Letter from Larry 

Catastrophe 
Keller enters the 

house

http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072405228/student_view0/drama_glossary.html#conflict
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072405228/student_view0/drama_glossary.html#conflict


ACT ONE

1.1 3 - 10 Keller-Jim-Frank Exposition: idyllic picture of community and prosperity.

1.2 10 - 17 Chris-Keller A close father-son relationship with pockets of tension.

1.3
18 - 21 Chris-Keller-Mother Mother’s dream; ‘You above all have got to believe’

21 - 24 Keller-Mother-Bert ‘There’s no jail here! I want you to stop that jail business!’

1.4 24-35 Keller-Mother-Ann-Chris Mother seeks to convince Ann that Larry is alive.

1.5 35-38 Chris-Ann Chris and Ann discuss the war… and their future together.

1.6

39-41 Chris-Keller / Ann-George Rising action: the phone call arouses everyone’s suspicion.

41-42 Chris-Ann-Keller-Mother ‘Christopher Keller, Incorporated’

42-43 Keller-Mother Mother demands Joe ‘be smart’, suggesting their guilt.

ACT TWO

2.1

44-46 Mother-Chris-Ann You’ve got to protect us’ / ‘We’re going to tell her tonight’

46-49 Ann-Sue Sue speaks the truth about money and the ‘Holy family’.

49-51 Ann-Chris Chris reassures Ann that ‘there’s nothing wrong for you’.

51-55 Ann-Chris-Keller ‘My only accomplishment is my son’; ‘A father is a father’.

2.2 55-62 Ann-Chris-George Complication: George confronts Chris with the truth.

2.3
62-65 George-Mother / Ann-Chris Mother manipulates George with her maternal affection.

65-67 George-Mother-Lydia ‘Stop being a philosopher and look after yourself’

2.4

68-70 George-Keller (Mother-Chris-Ann) George pursues truth; Keller instills guilt 

71-72 George-Keller-Mother-Chris-Ann Peripeteia: Mother lets slip that Keller never took sick.

72-73 Mother-Chris-Frank / George-Ann Frank re-enters with the horoscope.

2.5
74-75 Chris-Mother-Keller Chris and Mother argue over Ann.

75-78 Chris-Keller Climax: The conflict between father and son.

ACT THREE

3.1

79-81 Mother-Jim Jim speaks about money, compromise, Chris as ‘good son’.

81-84 Mother-Keller Keller’s hamartia: ‘nothin’ is bigger’ than family to him.

84-86 Mother-Ann Ann returns with Larry’s letter; Keller exits.

3.2
86-88 Chris-Mother-Ann Falling action: Chris’s anagnorisis and confession.

89-91 Chris-Keller-Mother-Ann Catastrophe: Chris reads letter; Keller commits suicide.
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Links to elsewhere 
Keller as tragic hero 
[1.2] p17 — ‘What the hell did I work for? That’s only for you, Chris, the whole shootin’ match is for you’ 
[1.4] p32-34 — ‘best shops in the state, a respected man again; bigger than ever’, ’just try to see it human’. 
[1.6] p41 — ‘I’m going to build you a house…’, ‘Because it’s good money, there’s nothing wrong with that money’. 
[2.1] p53 — ‘My only accomplishment is my son. I ain’t brainy. That’s all I accomplished’, ‘A father is a father!’ 
[2.5] p77 — ‘You’re a boy, what could I do!’, ‘I did it for you, it was a chance and I took it for you.’ 
[3.1] p83 — ‘Nothin’ is bigger!’, ‘I’m his father and he’s my son, and if there’s something bigger than that…’ 
[3.2] p90 — ‘But I think to him they were all my sons. And I guess they were. I guess they were.’ 

Chris as tragic hero 
[1.5] p38 — ‘They didn’t die; they killed themselves for each other.’, ‘there’s blood on it…’ 
[2.5] p78 — ‘For me! Where do you live… What must I do to you? I ought to tear the tongue out of your mouth..’ 
[3.2] p87 — ‘I’m yellow.. I’m practical… you don’t love a man here, you eat him… This is a zoo, a zoo!’ 
[3.2] p91 — ‘You can be better! Once and for all.. there’s a universe of people outside…’, ‘Mother, I didn’t mean to..’. 

Mother 
[1.3] p18-22 — ‘Mom, Mom! I could hear him like he was in the room..’, ‘I said not to plant it’ 
[1.3] p22-24 — ’Believe with me, Joe’, ‘I didn’t say you had anything to hide, I’m just telling you to stop it’ 
[1.4] p28-29 — ‘Listen to your heart. Only your heart’, ‘Ann, you know I’m right!’ 
[1.4] p42-43 — ‘Be smart now, Joe. The boy is coming. Be smart.’, ‘in chair… stiffly, staring, seeing’ 
[2.1] p44 — ‘We’re dumb, Chris. Dad and I are stupid people… You’ve got to protect us.’ 
[2.3] p62-67 — ‘We all love you’, ‘Why must you make believe you hate us?’ 
[3.1] p79-84 — ‘I’m waiting for Chris’, ‘if you told him… maybe he would forgive you’ 
[3.1] p84-86 — ‘To his dying day he’ll wait for his brother!’, ’How did he die? You’re lying to me’ 
[3.2] p91 — ‘Don’t dear. Don’t take it on yourself’, ‘She puts his arms down gently.. she begins sobbing’ 

Denial to truth 
[1.4] p24 — ‘There’s no jail here! I want you to stop that jail business!’ 
[1.4] p32 — ‘you play cards with a man you know he can’t be a murderer’ 
[1.4] p40-42 — ‘if they want to open up the case again… to hurt us?’, ’Be smart now, Joe’ 
[2.1] p49 — ‘There’s not a person on the block who doesn’t know the truth’ 
[2.2] p52 — ‘I owe him a good kick in the teeth, but he’s your father’ 
[2.2] p60-61 — ‘You know in your heart Joe did it’, ’Oh, Chris, you’re a liar to yourself!’ 
[2.4] p70 — ‘There are certain men in the world who rather see everybody hung before they’ll take blame’ 
[2.4] p71 — ‘He hasn’t been laid up in fifteen years’ 
[2.5] p75 — ‘if he’s dead, your father killed him… God does not let a son be killed by his father.’ 
[3.1] p80 — ‘Don’t be afraid, Kate, I know. I’ve always known.’ 
[3.2] p87 — ‘I suspected my father and I did n thing about it’ 
[3.2] p90 — ‘I can’t bear to live anymore.. I want you to know that you mustn’t wait for me.’ 

Chris-Keller relationship 
[1.2] p10-17 — ‘What the hell did I work for? That’s only for you, Chris, the whole shootin’ match is for you’ 
[1.6] p40-41 — ‘I want a clean start for you, Chris… I want you to use what I made for you’ 
[2.5] p76-78 — ‘God in heaven, what kind of a man are you?’, ‘For you, a business for you!’ 
[3.2] 88-90 — ‘I’m taking him… It’s not enough for him to be sorry.’ 

Mother-Keller relationship 
[1.4] p23-24 — ‘You above all have got to believe’, ’Look at you, look at you shaking’  
[1.6] p43 — ‘Once and for all, did you hear what I said?’, ‘All right, Joe. Just… be smart’  
[2.5] p75 — ‘Mother smashes him across the face’, ‘Now I say… everybody has got to wait.’ 
[3.1] p81-84 — ‘You want to live? You better figure out your life’, ‘I didn’t want it that way, either!’ 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PBQ GUIDE 

Approach 
Pre-reading 

1. Identify the TRIGGER in the question. Examine the passage in the light of the trigger. 

- Character (e.g. portrayal of Chris Keller, presentation of Joe Keller, role and significance of George) 
- Character relationship (e.g. cross-currents between Mother and Ann, disagreement between father and son) 
- Concern (e.g. conflict, self-deception, guilt, responsibility) 

2. Identify the PLACEMENT of the passage. This will help you establish ‘links to elsewhere’ later. 

- Is the passage from the start, middle or end? (e.g. Act One - exposition, Act Two - climax, Act Three - denouement) 
- How has the audience’s understanding of the trigger progressed? (e.g. early signs of tension between characters) 
- What occurs immediately before and after this passage? Is the mood the same as in the given passage? 

3. Identify the CHARACTERS and RELATIONSHIPS (i.e. conversations) that occur within the passage. This 
will allow you to generate ideas and break up the passage into manageable parts. 

- We should associate certain characters with certain concerns. If the question is on Joe Keller, we should be able to discuss how 
he is a tragic hero or embodies familial loyalty to the point of moral blindness. ‘Brainstorm’ before you read the passage; you can 
always pen down ideas and eliminate the irrelevant ones as you go along.  

- If the question is on a character relationship or if two characters (e.g. Chris and Keller) clearly dominate the passage, you can in 
most cases ignore the third or fourth character. This exchange between two characters is unlikely to be ‘flat’. Try splitting the 
passage into parts, perhaps with different effects (e.g. loving at first, tense in the middle, heartwarming at the end). 

- A passage, like the 2014 ‘A’ Level PBQ, may entail multiple relationships (e.g. Mother-Chris, Mother-Keller, Chris-Keller). While 
daunting at first, this complexity in fact ‘pre-fabricates’ an essay outline for you: dedicate one paragraph to each character or 
relationship, depending on the question. 

Reading 

4. Read the passage for ideas and CONCERNS, focusing on progression. Establish LINKS to elsewhere. 

- Identifying a relevant concern is not enough. For instance, the portrayal of the American Dream is vitally different in Act Three 
from Act One. Where we might see it in its ideal form at the start, the end of the play is likely to present its absolute failure. You 
want to show your reader that you understand what is being shown about this concern at a specific point in the play. 

- Based on the concerns identified, link the passage to earlier and later parts of the play. If given a passage on Chris’s promise ‘to 
make a fortune’ (Act One, p38), we can trace how he will later lash himself for being ‘practical’ (Act Three, p87). 

- Be careful not to impose ideas onto the passage. While we may associate Chris with social responsibility, the given passage may 
contradict that! For instance, Chris’s opening exchange with his father illustrates his immense desire to live the American dream. 

5. Analyse the passage for dramatic METHODS and EFFECTS, focusing on patterns and progression. 

- Pick out the stage directions that denote action, gesture and tone. These can be used to determine both (i) the overall mood and 
effects and; (ii) how the mood / effects develop as the passage progresses. 

- A character’s tone is also shaped by the patterns of words or sentences in his or her dialogue. Consider linguistic features in the 
following order: repetition and echoing (e.g. ‘I want’, ‘for you’), diction and motifs (e.g. loot, money), sentence function (e.g. 
imperative, declarative, interrogative),  pauses and interruptions, sentence length and rhythm (e.g. short, forceful). Avoid the word 
‘says’ like the plague; how one character responds to another (e.g. antagonistically, casually, spitefully) is crucial. 

- Analyse internal effects (i.e. tone, mood, atmosphere) before external effects on the audience (e.g. sympathy, horror). External 
effects are often synonymous with purpose (e.g. this passage allows the audience to see the Keller as a family torn apart). 
Examine external effects discriminately (i.e. not too often!) as you want to preserve the impact of your own argument. 
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Writing 
Post-reading 

6. Organise your essay by CHARACTER or character RELATIONSHIP. In the case of a concern-trigger, you 
can examine the concern from various character perspectives. 

- Centre your paragraph on one character, selecting 3-5 lines from his or her dialogue.  
(i) These can come from a short excerpt (e.g. lines 3, 5, 7).  
(ii) Alternatively, select lines across the entire passage for progression (e.g. lines 3, 14, 50). 

- Centre your paragraph on one relationship, selecting a short exchange of 3-5 lines. 
(i) Split your analysis by character (e.g. analyse Kate’s imperatives, then Joe’s defensiveness).  
(ii) Another option would be to go line-by-line, tracking how one character responds to the other — this might lead to narration, 
so be very careful to focus on patterns, not ‘he says she says’. 

- An outline on the 2013 JC2 Prelim PBQ on the presentation of Joe Keller (Act Two, p52-54) might look like the following:  
Introduction: Keller is a tragic hero who blindly subscribes to familial loyalty. 
Para 2: Keller’s nobility — in his offers for George and Steve — are a sign of his guilty conscience.  
Para 3: Keller’s guilt becomes more obvious once the dramatic mood shifts to high tension and nervousness.  
Para 4: Keller’s hamartia, in his blind devotion to Chris and his family, is clearly outlined for the audience. 
Para 5: This hamartia simultaneously presents Keller the tragic hero in a more sympathetic light. 
Conclusion: While the passage underlines the flaws in Keller’s world view, we are called to ‘see it human’. 

- An outline on the 2013 ‘A’ Level PBQ on Mother and Ann’s cross-currents (Act One, p27-29) might look like the following:  
Introduction: The passage presents Mother and Ann’s contrasting beliefs about Larry’s disappearance 
Para 2: The passage starts on a festive note, where Ann welcomes Mother’s questions in a lively, warm manner. 
Para 3: Mother gradually becomes more aggressive in her insistence that Larry is alive.  
Para 4: Ann however remains resolute, even if initially apprehensive.  
Conclusion: The passage suggests that Ann knows more about Larry than Mother and the audience do, setting up the revelation of 
the letter in Act Three. 

7. Develop your paragraphs with the W-H-Y structure. Ask yourself ‘how’ questions, avoiding narration and 
paying attention to effects. Ask yourself ‘why’ questions, underlining a concern and as far as possible, 
drawing links to elsewhere based on this concern. 

- How do characters act or speak? Never cite evidence without analysing at the very least the tone of speech or effects on the 
audience. Never write, ‘Joe Keller says’. Use a different verb to show tone (e.g. insists, refutes, diffuses the situation, denies).  

- The linguistic feature you highlight in your analysis should match the assumed effect. While a character may speak in simple 
declaratives, he or she may not be speaking in an assertive tone. You may choose to focus on the imperative mood of a character’s 
sentences if you intend to demonstrate how this creates  a commanding tone. Follow the order we have provided in point 5. 

- Why do characters act or speak in a certain way? Every character has his or her own intention or ‘purpose’; these are often tied 
to concerns in the text — to pursue the American Dream or their self-interest, to conceal their guilt, to extol moral ideals. 

- Character intention is only one facet of ‘why’. The more illuminating question to ask is why the writer or the play presents the 
character in this light. For instance, why is the audience shown a vulnerable, self-pitying Chris at the end of the play? The writer 
might indeed convey that ‘a man can’t be a Jesus in this world’ — we should understand the difficulty of maintaining the ‘man for 
man’ solidarity that Chris speaks of, but also come to empathise with his deep-rooted self-interest. 
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ESSAY QUESTION GUIDE 

Analysis 
1. Identify the TRIGGER in the question and break it down into manageable parts. Try to begin your 

paragraphs or topic sentences with the given trigger. 

- Character-trigger (e.g. Chris Keller, Joe Keller, Kate Keller, role of Jim Bayliss) 
- Concern-trigger (e.g. self-interest, American Dream, social responsibility) 
- Method-trigger (e.g. setting, conflict, music, symbols and motifs) 

2. Identify the TYPE of question. While these would guide your discussion, you are expected in all cases to 
formulate a personal response — to elucidate the purpose, or the ‘message’, of the play. 

- Provocative: ‘Joe never recognises the consequences of his actions. How far would you agree with this comment?’. The ‘provocative’ 
question pushes you to take a stand. It is generally easier to agree with this comment and ‘show how’.  In most cases, 
‘disagreeing’ involves moderation (i.e. lesser degree) or complication (i.e. yes, but…), rather than the absolute reverse (e.g. Joe 
fully recognises the consequences of his actions). 

- Expository: ‘Discuss the presentation of social responsibility in the play.’ The ‘expository’ question is an ‘open’ one that allows you to 
define the concerns, methods and characters you wish to discuss. 

- Evocative: ‘To Kate, family is more important than morality. Discuss the implications of this comment for the play as a whole.’ The 
‘evocative’ question calls for you to see the play through the lens of the given quotation. This is less ‘open’ than the expository 
question, but ultimately quite similar. 

3. Consider the EVIDENCE, METHODS and CONCERNS most relevant to the question. Fill in the ‘gaps’ left by 
the trigger. For instance, a character-trigger question begs for you to consider the methods used to 
present the character and the concerns that they conveys. 

- Which scenes or episodes does the question allude to? For All My Sons, you can afford to narrow the scope of your essay to 3 key 
sequences in the play, one in each body paragraph. This would amount to ‘3 mini PBQs’ as some students have called it. We 
would nevertheless you consider the use of broad methods first. 

- What broad methods (e.g. setting) and effects (e.g. tension) are applicable? If we examine the question ‘Chris has every reason to 
feel as guilty as his father’, we might observe that money and the terms by which Chris refers to money will be pivotal to our 
analysis of his guilty conscience and / or his survivor’s guilt. 

- What are the relevant concerns? While the range of concerns in All My Sons is easy to manage, you are not encouraged to discuss 
everything from the American Dream to moral idealism. In most cases, you will be ‘splitting’ a concern (e.g. the American Dream 
as family-centredness and pursuit of material wealth) or elaborating on its opposing concept (e.g. familial loyalty in relation to a 
wider loyalty to society). 

Writing 
4. Develop your paragraphs with the W-H-Y structure, where ‘Y’ supports your thesis or personal response. 

- The fundamentals of ample evidence, clear analysis of methods and effects and discussion of concerns apply as usual. 
- ‘Y’ develops the idea you propose in ‘W’. This ‘Y’ should directly reflect your thesis or build up to it. 

5. Arrange your paragraphs so that they develop this thesis or response. End with aplomb. 

- Push forward your interpretation of the text. Do not simply list 3-4 separate ideas copied from your notes. Your paragraphs 
should be sequenced accordingly: the initial paragraphs lay the foundation (sometimes providing a counter-argument) and the 
final paragraph should most clearly display your thesis. A Lit essay is not about the number of points but about the completeness 
and insight of your point of view. You should end your essay with your ‘original view’ of the text’s concerns. 

- To generate ideas or to sequence your essay, you can rely on the progression of the play. In many cases, you are going to discuss 
the ending of the play at… the end of your essay (IKR). Conversely, the opening of your essay is used to set up the audience’s 
impression which comes from… the start of the play. This does not always apply; it is nonetheless a convenient way to start. 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CONTINUAL ASSESSMENT 

TERM 1 - CA2 
EITHER (a) ‘All of Miller’s characters LIE to themselves.’ How far do you agree with this comment? 

OR (b) Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the presentation of the 
DISAGREEMENT between father and son here and elsewhere in the play (2014 JC2 H1 Mid-Year). 

Start CHRIS Go ahead, Ann. (With misgivings, Ann goes up and into the house…) (39)  
End KELLER ...like there never was seen! Champagne, tuxedos—! (41) 

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. In your introduction, set a manageable scope for discussion: which characters lie to themselves and for what collective 

reason? In your thesis, consider if indeed (i) ‘all’ of the play’s characters deceive themselves and; (ii) the purpose of 
presenting them as such — what is being said about the human psyche or about Miller’s post-war America? 

2. To what extent does the community (Baylisses, Lubeys) participate in denial? How are they portrayed to be 
pretending to themselves that the Kellers are innocent or that Larry is dead? 

3. How does Keller portray himself to be innocent? Take into account the ‘stories’ he tells to Ann and Chris, his 
interaction with Mother in Act One and Three (p83) and possibly, his insistence to Chris that it was ‘for you’. 

4. Is Mother’s belief that Larry is alive a form of delusion or conscious self-deception? Depending on your stance, 
analyse the dream sequence, her ‘headaches’ and her use of imperatives / commands. 

5. In what ways does Chris lie to himself? Focusing on the end of Act One, how might Chris be presented to be 
harbouring suspicions about his father without openly admitting the crime? 

6. In your conclusion, further develop your thesis, providing a personal response to the ways in which the characters lie 
to themselves or eventually face the truth.  

Note that you do not have to cover all of Miller’s characters. The above guiding questions are meant to trigger debate, not define your scope. Select only 
those you find worth exploring or relevant to your thesis. For instance, you can ignore the denial of the community, make Mother’s denial the 
centrepiece for your argument or anchor the essay on Chris’s realisation. It’s your decision; we wouldn’t lie to you, would we?

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. In your introduction, describe the nature of the ‘disagreement’ between Chris and Keller. What does the passage 

suggest about their relationship and how it will develop in Acts Two and Three? 
2. How has the audience’s impression / understanding of the Chris-Keller relationship changed since the start of the 

play? Pay attention to the ‘stage directions’ (e.g. hurt, apprehensive, angry, combatively). 
3. Comment on the disagreement on Ann’s agenda, paying close attention to sentence function and tone / intention. 

What does Chris’s defence of Ann suggest about his priorities? 
4. Discuss the presentation of Keller as a father figure, focusing on his various promises to Chris. How does Chris 

respond to Keller’s affection, particularly to the ‘new sign over the plant’? 
5. Closely analyse the mood evoked in the last section of the passage and how it sets up the father-son relationship. Will 

there be ‘champagne’ and ‘tuxedos’ later in the play? 
6. In your conclusion, recap the key ideas before commenting on how this disagreement between father and son will 

develop as the play progresses.
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TERM 2 - CA4 
EITHER (a) ‘To Kate, FAMILY is more important than MORALITY.’ Discuss the implications of this 
comment for the play as a whole (2014 ‘A’ Level). 

OR (b) Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the presentation of 
FAMILIAL CONFLICT here and elsewhere in the play (2014 ‘A’ Level, adapted). 

Start They disappear up the driveway, Ann saying, ‘Don’t take it that way, Georgie… (74)  
End CHRIS …Explain it to me or I’ll tear you to pieces! (76) 

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. In your introduction, discuss the tension between family and morality (social responsibility) in the play and how Kate 

Keller embodies this belief. 
2. Comment on the portrayal of Kate as ‘Mother’ with unfailing loyalty to her family - Chris, Keller and Larry. 
3. Analyse the ways in which Kate comes to Keller’s defence, examining her call for him to ‘be smart’ (43) and her 

cumulative attempts to deny their wrongdoing (23, 24, 72). 
4. What does Kate’s manipulation of Ann and George tell the audience about her values? Do her actions make her an 

‘unwitting monster’ or can we sympathise with her cause? 
5. In your conclusion, consider how Kate’s world view (family as more important than morality) might come to symbolise 

the world of the play or perhaps a universal belief. What are your thoughts on this?

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. In your introduction, set the context for this passage. How might the audience have seen the Keller family in Act 

One? What caused the familial relationships to be fractured here at the play’s ‘climax’? 
2. Discuss the effects and significance of Chris and Mother’s opposing interests. How is the portrayal of their 

relationship here different from previous scenes (e.g. p28-30)? How does this foreshadow Mother’s claim that she 
‘do(es)n’t know’ Chris in Act Three (p84)? 

3. How is the Keller-Mother relationship presented here, with particular reference to the stage directions and Mother’s 
‘confession’? How does this scene explain Mother’s denial and defensive attitude in Act One? 

4. Consider the development of the conflict between Chris and Keller here. How have the effects and dynamics of the 
father-son relationship changed from earlier parts of the play? What do the closing lines of the passage foreshadow in 
the next scene and the play’s ending? 

5. In your opinion, what is the cause of the familial divisions presented here? Substantiate with close analysis of one 
concern (e.g. American Dream, morality, denial). Link the scene to the disintegration of the family later in the play.
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TERM 3 / 4 - PRACTICE 
EITHER (a) How far do you agree that the basis of the play is CHRIS’S REALISATION of his own 
culpability? 

OR (b) Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the portrayal of Joe and 
Kate Keller’s COMPETING DESIRES here and elsewhere in the play (2014 JC2 Prelim, adapted). 

Start MOTHER. You’re asking me again. (82)  
End MOTHER. I know, darling, I know. (84) 

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. In your introduction, present your stance and substantiate it with overall analysis of the play’s dramatic structure. 

- By agreeing, delineate how the three Acts revolve around Chris coming to a sense of realisation and comment on 
the significance of Chris’s realisation in the play. What does the play suggest about responsibility or self-interest? 
- In disagreeing, you may (a) propose that the basis is something else, but must ‘disprove’ the idea of Chris’s 
realisation as the basis, or (b) argue that Chris does not truly realise his culpability.  

2. How does Act One foreground Chris’s naiveté? Where might we see Chris acknowledging his father’s guilt? 
3. How does the play suggest his self-deception in Act Two? Where does Chris start to realise his own culpability?  
4. What are the consequences of his anagnorisis in Act Three? Does it lead to triumph and / or tragedy? 
5. As an alternative ‘basis’, what other ideas drive the play forward? What gives the play a sense of closure? Consider 

other concerns such as truth, guilt, Keller’s realisation. How do the three acts develop these bases? 

The range of ‘stands’ makes it impossible to list a satisfactory, all-inclusive set of questions. Use the above guiding questions as stimulus, not as dictum. 

Possible methods: allusions to money, how Chris’s affection for his father is presented, stage directions that show his awareness, role and significance of 
George Deever / Sue Bayliss, Chris’s self-loathing and use of animal imagery, elements of tragedy including hamartia, peripeteia, anagnorisis. 

Possible concerns: Chris’s realisation of his own culpability can be split into various sections: (i) his practicality / materialism; (ii) his self-interest / 
prioritisation of Ann and his marriage over all else; (iii) his complicity in the family’s lies and in his father’s crimes.

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. In your introduction, explain the disagreement between Joe and Kate on the subject of Chris. As the purpose of the 

passage, comment on the ramifications of their competing desires. 
2. How does Kate broach the subject of Chris? Why does she suggest that Joe tell Chris he is ‘willing to go to prison’?  
3. In what ways is Joe presented here as unrepentant (or at least morally blind) in his rejection of Mother’s pleas? What 

in your view is Keller’s hamartia here and where else in the play is it presented? 
4. How has their relationship changed from the start of the play? How far does the end of the passage present to the 

audience mother and father ‘united’ in their devotion to the family? 
5. In your conclusion, discuss how this passage will lead to the denouement or catastrophe of the play. How does it 

prepare the audience for Chris’s raging re-entrance slightly later in Act Three and its consequences?
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PRESENTATIONS 

EXPECTATIONS FOR THE CLASS 

READ and analyse the assigned passages before the tutorials. Some of your seniors commented on how 
it was difficult to fully understand or catch up with the presentation. You are supposed to 

Seek CLARIFICATION with the presenting group on their analysis / response. The objective is for you 
to understand their work. If it’s not working, make it known.  

CHALLENGE their response where you can. The Literature classroom demands a range of opinions. 

HIGHLIGHT and ANNOTATE your copy of the text during the presentation. Do not rely on the 
printed handout alone. Transfer your annotation and highlighting to your examination copy regularly. 

EXPECTATIONS FOR PRESENTING GROUPS 

Prepare a DRAMATIC READING of your assigned scene (for PBQs) or opt to SCREEN the video if 
available before the presentation. Inform your tutor of your choice at the start of the lesson. 

Prepare a typewritten OUTLINE or ESSAY of at least 500 words. PRINT a copy for every classmate 
and your tutor, distributing it before the start of your presentation.  
- The group must have a developed introduction or at least a thesis / personal response. For passage-

based questions, you are expected to make links to elsewhere — mostly later in the play. 
- Each paragraph of your outline should adhere to the W-H-Y model and present: 

(i) WHAT - a topic sentence that defines an idea about a character, concern or method; 
(ii) HOW - developed analysis of dramatic methods and effects, using appropriate evidence. 
(iii) WHY - evaluation of purpose, discussing concerns and making links to elsewhere in the play. 

- As a general guide, quote 3-8 words or phrases as evidence. Avoid narration without evidence 
altogether. Do not analyse too much of the text / passage in any given paragraph either. 

Give a 15-minute PRESENTATION of your outline or essay.  
- Your group may wish to draw the audience’s attention to only your main points. Slides can be used 

to this effect. Presenters should not be reading out the essay line-by-line. Spare us, thanks. 
- Your group may also just do a live annotation of the passage if the group is attempting a passage-

based question. This will help your classmates be more active in their learning. 
- Prepare to be quizzed by your classmate or your tutor. You are likely to be asked to supplement 

your points with more evidence, analysis of methods and effects or links to elsewhere. Try to cover 
your WHY bases as far as possible and consult your tutor before you are due to present. 
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CHECKLIST 

INTRODUCTION

What Provide brief context of the essay question topic or passage

How Lay out key methods and effects relevant to the topic or passage (optional)

Why Put forward a thesis on the topic or the purpose of the passage, providing on 
general link to elsewhere in the play. 

BODY PARAGRAPHS

What The topic sentence presents an idea on character, concern or method

How Provide analysis of literary methods and their effects (e.g. perspective, tone)

How Provide close analysis of specific words and their effects (e.g. the use of ‘already’)

How Provide ample elaboration on effects and their significance in the text

How so Provide ample evidence of the above methods from the text or passage

How so Consistently comment on the evidence from the text or passage

Why Elaborate on one relevant concern in the text or passage

Why For (b), establish links to ‘elsewhere in the text’ based on the above concern

CONCLUSION

Why Summarise the concerns and purpose of the text or passage

Why Close the essay with a personal, informed response to the text

OVERALL

Relevance For (a), the essay demonstrates ample knowledge of the entire text 

Relevance For (b), the essay maintains focus on the passage and its concerns

Relevance Avoid description of characters or narration of events by analysing evidence

Organisation The essay is organised into discernible, logical paragraphs

Organisation The essay presents a flow from simple ideas to a complex interpretation

Expression The writing is fluent, accurate and ideally elegant, sophisticated
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ACT ONE PRESENTATION 1 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the portrayal of the KELLER 
FAMILY here and elsewhere in the play. 

Start KELLER (after slight pause). What was she doing out here four in the morning? (13)  
End CHRIS. And then we’ll thrash it out with Mother? Right? Dad, don’t avoid me. (16) 

ACT ONE PRESENTATION 2 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the portrayal of SELF- 
DECEPTION here and elsewhere in the play (2013 Specimen Paper). 

Start Mother puts her hand to her head. She gets up and goes aimlessly... (20)  
End KELLER. Look, it’s a nice day. What are we arguing for? (22) 

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. In your introduction, briefly describe Chris and Keller’s conversation in the passage. How and why does the passage 

introduce the key tensions within the Keller family so early in the play? 
2. Paying attention to the stage directions for both characters (especially the pauses), evaluate the mood of the scene. 

What does it suggest to us about the Chris-Keller relationship and their relationship with Mother? 
3. How does Chris ignite the tensions within the family and push his father to tell Mother the truth about Larry? Pay 

attention to how he refers to Keller and the key words used to express his exasperation.  
4. Trace the development of Keller’s responses to Chris, analysing his use of questions, changing of topic and his 

reference to ‘you’ and ‘your business’.  
5. Focusing on the conversation on Ann on pages 15-16, how would you describe the power relations between Chris and 

Keller? What implications might Chris’s forcefulness here have on the family?

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. In your introduction, briefly discuss the effects of the preceding scene. How does the passage characterise Mother as 

a ‘woman of uncontrolled inspirations’ who feigns headaches to get her way? 
2. Paying attention to the stage directions in ‘the dream sequence’, discuss the overall mood and effects of the scene. 

What is the effect of Mother breaking the fourth wall, by ’Raising her arm over the audience’? 
3. What can we infer about Mother from the diction and syntax (especially the use of ellipses and dashes) in her 

monologue? What is likely to be the audience’s response to the retelling of her dream? 
4. Closely examine Chris’s attempt to persuade Mother to forget Larry. What tone does he adopt and does he succeed 

What is the significance of the simile, ‘We’re like at a railroad station wautubg fir a train that never comes in’? 
5. Comment on Mother and Keller’s disagreement and what it tells us about the family. How does Mother force others 

to participate in her ‘delusion’?
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ACT ONE PRESENTATION 3 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, considering the cross-currents in thoughts and 
feelings between MOTHER AND ANN, here and elsewhere in the play (2013 ‘A’ Level, adapted). 

Start MOTHER And you? You— (Shakes her head negatively) go out much? (28) 
End MOTHER I have to have some tea. (29) 

ACT ONE PRESENTATION 4 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the portrayal of JOE KELLER here 
and elsewhere in the play. 

Start ANN rises and comes to KELLER, putting her arm around his shoulder (31)  
End KELLER Well he ain't my sweetheart, but you gotta forgive, don't you? (32) 

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. In  your introduction, describe Mother and Ann’s disagreement and its dramatic effects. How are their respective 

beliefs significant later in the play, with Mother’s reasoning (p75) and the letter (p86) in mind? 
2. What is Mother’s intention as she strikes up a conversation with Ann? What are the effects of her short questions, 

qualifiers, pauses and stage actions? 
3. How does Ann rebuff Mother’s suggestions at first? How does Mother’s tone change dramatically in the middle of the 

passage, through the use of imperatives, declaratives and stage directions? 
4. Closely examine Mother’s ‘monologue’ on how ‘certain things have to be’, paying attention to the use of repetition, 

sentence length, allusions and the lines in which she addresses Ann. 
5. Consider the effects and significance of Ann’s reaction (‘ANN stands there in silence, then turns trembling, going 

upstage’) as well as the final two lines in this extract.

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. In your introduction, discuss how Joe Keller portrays himself and how the audience perceives him, whether as a father, 

businessman or profiteer. Will Keller’s self-image come undone later in the play? 
2. How do Joe and Kate respond to ‘the last thing’ Ann ‘remember(s)’? What is the audience’s understanding of Joe and 

Steve Deever at this point? 
3. Why does Keller recount the past to Ann? How does he present himself? Closely analyse his rhetorical strategies 

(‘but not in front of the house… on the corner… You should’ve been here, Annie… Picture it now…’) 
4. How is Chris’s line (‘Joe McGuts’) significant in our impression of Keller as a father and businessman? 
5. In what ways can Keller be seen as self-righteous? How is his reference to card playing (‘you play cards with a man you 

know he can’t be a murderer) ironic, both in its terrible logic and our associations with ‘poker’*? 

*Note the use of a similar ‘motif’ in A Streetcar Named Desire or a very bad Lady Gaga ditty. You might also recall the opening scene of 2T01’s Literary 
Evening production (which is infinitely superior to the latter, you must agree, ok nvm paternal pride speaking).
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ACT ONE PRESENTATION 5 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, paying particular attention to the importance of 
RESPONSIBILITY here and elsewhere in the play. 

Start ANN What else can you say? When they took him... (33)  
End ANN (touched) He shouda cried all night. (Slight pause) (35) 

ACT ONE PRESENTATION 6 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, considering CHRIS KELLER’s beliefs and desires 
here and elsewhere in the play. 

Start CHRIS (looks toward house, then at her, trembling). Give me a kiss.. (37)  
End CHRIS. Oh Annie, Annie... I'm going to make a fortune for you! (38) 

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. In your introduction, discuss the audience’s perception of Joe and Steve from the previous scene / presentation. Does 

this understanding change after this passage? 
2. From this passage, do you think Ann shows a kind of ‘responsibility’ (that Chris might extol), by way of blaming her 

father? Link your argument to the tone and the sentence types in her dialogue. 
3. In what ways can Chris and Mother be seen as complicit in concealing the truth about Joe? Look at the frequent 

interruptions, stage directions and the tone in their lines. 
4. How is the purpose of Keller’s story here similar and different from the previous recount? Why does he claim Steve 

did not commit murder? Focus on the rhythm of his speech and second-person point of view. 
5. What are the effects and dramatic significance of Ann saying ‘he shoulda cried all night’? Think about the playwright’s 

purpose (what is being said about responsibility) and not just character intention.

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. In your introduction, briefly describe the audience’s impression of Chris from previous scenes. Does the passage 

reinforce or change this? How will the concerns in this passage develop later in the play? 
2. Comment on the significance of the Chris-Ann romance, relating it to what an audience would associate with a 

marriage in drama, and the ramifications of their desire to be married on both families. 
3. How far does Chris’s monologue present him as an idealistic figure of deep comradeship and responsibility? 
4. Discuss the portrayal of Chris’s ‘survivor’s guilt’ in the latter half of the monologue, analysing to the images of 

material wealth (e.g. bank book), diction (e.g. loot) and the use of syntax (anaphora, pauses, dashes).  
5. 'Annie, we’re going to live now!… I’m going to make a fortune for you!’ Compare our understanding of Chris in the 

final section to the earlier half of the passage. How are Chris’s desires reinforced in pages 15 and 17?
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ACT TWO PRESENTATION 1 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the presentation of JOE KELLER 
here and elsewhere in the play (2013 JC2 Prelim). 

Start KELLER Well, somebody’s got to make a living. (52) 
End ANN Let’s forget the whole thing, Joe. (54) 

ACT TWO PRESENTATION 2 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the dramatisation of the relationship 
between CHRIS AND GEORGE in the play. 

Start GEORGE (surging up at him) I’m not through now! (59)  
End CHRIS The voice of God! (61) 

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. For your introduction, briefly discuss the presentation of Joe Keller as a tragic hero, in the light of his guilt and blind 

devotion to the family. In your opinion, what is his hamartia (tragic flaw) and how does the passage build up to the 
subsequent scene of George’s arrival? 

2. How is this passage linked to the previous one on pages 32-33? Note the similarity and differences in methods and 
concerns: Keller’s narratives / recounts, his generous ‘offers’ to assuage his guilt and ‘indicting’ Steve for his ‘crime’.  

3. Comment on Keller’s emphasis on familial duty and loyalty (‘a daughter is a daughter’), and his pride in Chris. How far 
is this cause of his moral ‘deficiency’? 

4. Why does Keller insist that he ‘ain’t brainy’? Why does Keller offer Steve ‘a place’ and why does he insist that he 
doesn’t ‘understand why (Ann) has to crucify the man’? 

5. Comment on the dynamics between Keller, Chris and Ann, paying attention to the ‘high tension’ at the end of the 
passage. What does Keller’s ‘outburst’ reveal, and how is this confirmed by the second half of Act Two?

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. For your introduction, describe the conflict between Chris and George and its implications on the Keller family. How 

does the passage also suggest that Chris is complicit in protecting his father? 
2. Consider how the mood / dramatic effects have developed from George’s entrance, paying attention to the stage 

directions and the use of echoing / repetition in this passage. 
3. Discuss George’s role here and elsewhere in the play, considering his account of the phone call and his confrontation 

with Chris in the latter half of page 60. 
4. Focusing on page 61 (‘Oh, Chris, you’re a liar to yourself’), how does George’s perspective inform the audience’s 

understanding of Chris? How does Chris’s dialogue convey his complicity? 
5. In what ways can we consider the character of George a foil / contrast to Chris? Despite of their apparent conflict, 

how far are they similar in their intentions here?
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ACT TWO PRESENTATION 3 
‘An unwitting monster who destructively manipulates everyone’s guilt.’ How far do you agree with this 
assessment of Kate Keller? 

ACT TWO PRESENTATION 4 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the presentation of GUILT here and 
elsewhere in the play. 

Start GEORGE rises abruptly and stares at KELLER, who comes rapidly down to him. (68)  
End KELLER Then remember them.... You understand me, George? (70) 

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. For your introduction, provide a brief overview of Mother’s manipulations. State your stand and justification clearly: 

would you deem her a monster? Is she destructive? Is she unwitting? Does she deserve punishment or pity? 
2. In what ways does Mother manipulate Chris and Keller to believe what she wants them to believe? Analyse her 

commands / imperatives, her recounts (i.e. dream sequence) and references to the apple tree. Is she ‘monstrous’? 
3. Comment on Mother’s manipulation of Ann via appeal to emotion (word choice), declaratives and imperatives. Does 

the audience see her as an ‘unwitting monster’ who is ‘destructive’? 
4. How is Mother’s manipulation of George Deever in Act Two dramatised? What does she set out to achieve, and does 

the audience necessarily see her as an ‘unwitting monster’ who is ‘destructive’? 
5. In what ways can Mother be perceived by the audience in a sympathetic or even admirable light? (i.e. not ‘monstrous’) 

Consider how she is more protective than destructive, more motherly than monstrous. 

Note: the above questions are designed to trigger ideas and provide some evidence. You do not have to answer the questions in sequence or use them to 
structure your outline. The CA4 essay question is on Mother but adopts a concern trigger; one should not approach the two in the same way. 

Possible methods: character description (18), character name, use of ‘food’ and ‘clothing’ images to depict maternal tendencies, manipulative language 
(sentence functions and diction), her dominance (line length, interruptions), allusions to Larry and the past (tree, no jail, newspapers, Larry’s room), 
promises of a better life (‘smile on your face’).

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. For your introduction, examine Joe Keller’s agenda and how he goes about achieving it. Does the audience see him 

more as a villain or a victim? Linking the passage to the next scene, would you consider his efforts successful? 
2. In what way is Keller's ‘small talk’ ('Not his heart again, is it?) and ‘offer’ to Steve (‘…he’s got a place with me’) 

artificial? What might be his ulterior motive at the start of the extract? 
3. Analyse the power relations between Keller and George. Pay close attention to the stage directions, George’s tone 

and Keller’s interjections on page 70. 
4. Why does Keller recount the incident in 1937 and ‘the way [Steve] cursed Frank’? What is he trying to do here? 
5. ‘There are certain men in the world who rather see everybody hung before they’ll take the blame.’ (70) Comment on 

how Keller's statements about Steve throughout the passage are ironic. What else does the audience learn about 
Keller’s denial of responsibility?
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ACT TWO PRESENTATION 5 
‘CHRIS KELLER has every reason to feel as GUILTY as his father.’ How far do you agree with this 
comment? 

ACT TWO PRESENTATION 6 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the portrayal of TRUTH here and 
elsewhere in the play. 

 
Start GEORGE (stops, looks around at them and the place) I never felt at home anywhere... (71) 
End MOTHER Why isn’t it possible, why isn’t it possible, Chris! (73)  

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. In your introduction, outline why one might believe Chris to ‘feel as guilty as his father’, from his ‘doing nothing’ about 

Joe’s crime, his selfish interest and his ultimately destructive actions. Your thesis should examine the purpose of 
presenting Chris as having ‘every reason to feel as guilty’ or having some reason to feel as guilty. 

2. Where and how is Chris’s ‘ideal image’ undermined? What is Chris ‘guilty’ of? 
3. Comment on Chris’s anagnorisis and his admission to being ‘practical’ in Act Three. How is this presented and how 

does the audience see Chris as a result? 
4. Comment on Chris’s complicity in his father’s crimes, with reference to his confession that he ‘suspected’ him and 

‘did nothing about it’ as well as Sue and Jim’s revelations. What can we say about Chris’s world view and priorities? 
5. How do we perceive Chris as his relationship with Keller deteriorates? Is he ‘not guilty’ because of his righteousness? 

Is he ‘guilty’ because of his aggression and his indirect role in ‘killing’ his father? 

Note: the questions are meant to open the discussion and not limit / define your response. While the question demands that we consider Chris to be 
guilty in some way (the absolute stand that he has ‘no reason to feel guilty’ is untenable), the reasons for his feeling guilty are for you to decide. You do 
not have to cover every reason; you may focus on one (e.g. complicity) and how it is developed as the play progresses. 

Possible methods: Chris Keller as tragic hero and its various elements - hamartia, peripeteia, anagnorisis, catastrophe; language of materialism, language of 
shame, philosophical / high-minded principles, Chris’s monologue on p38, character name and character description, violence / stage directions, 
charged / hostile language.

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. As an introduction, consider how the passage develops the struggle between truth and denial — which characters seek 

the truth and which characters seek to preserve their own ‘reality’? What are the consequences of Mother’s slip? 
2. How does George inadvertently set in motion the peripeteia (the Kellers’ sudden reversal of fortune), climax (the 

Chris-Keller conflict) and catastrophe of the tragedy? 
3. What is Frank’s role in this passage? (i) Consider the effect of his entrance on the rising tension between Mother and 

George. (ii) Comment on the significance and effect of Frank's reference to horoscopes here. How is it different from 
the previous reference to horoscope in Act 1?  

4. What is the effect and significance of Mother's repetition of 'Why isn't it possible?’ How does this sequence build up to 
her insistence that ‘God does not let a son be killed by his father’ (75) in the next scene?
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SEMINARS 

ACT ONE SEMINAR 1 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the dramatisation of the relationship 
between CHRIS AND JOE KELLER here and elsewhere in the play (2013 JC2 Mid-Year). 

Start CHRIS. She’s not Larry’s girl. (15)  
End KELLER. Yeah, I can see that. (17) 

ACT ONE SEMINAR 2 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the portrayal of the relationship 
between JOE AND KATE KELLER here and elsewhere in the play (2013/4 CA2). 

Start MOTHER (avoiding contact with him). She's not his girl, Joe.. (22)  
End MOTHER. I didn’t say.... Now stop it! (24) 

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. As an introduction, examine the audience’s impression of the father-son relationship here. In what ways does it appear 

conventional or unconventional to you? 
2. How would you describe the overall mood of the conversation? How is this dramatised through the stage directions? 
3. What is Chris aggressively pursuing in this passage? What are the implications of his priorities on the Keller family? 
4. In what ways is Keller presented as a loving but uncompromising father figure? How does he seek to appease both 

Chris and Kate’s demands? 
5. Comment closely on the closing exchange between Chris and Keller. What can we say about their relationship and 

how it will develop later in the play?

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. In your introduction, consider how the mood changes upon Chris’s exit on page 21. Comment on the purpose of the 

passage, choosing from the concerns of familial relationships, denial and guilt. 
2. How would you describe the dynamics of the Joe-Kate relationship at the start of the passage? Who is the more 

dominant party and in what ways might this be seen? 
3. Why does Mother mandate that Keller ‘above all’ has to believe and that there is ‘no jail here’? What are the larger 

implications of Mother denying that Larry is dead? 
4. How far does Keller play the role of dutiful husband? Focus on his responses to Mother’s commands and questions. 
5. How does Bert’s entrance alter the mood of the scene and Mother’s attitude towards Keller?
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ACT TWO SEMINAR 1 
EITHER (a) Comment on the roles and presentation of JIM AND SUE BAYLISS, with particular 
reference to the opening of Act Two and Act Three. 

OR (b) Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the role and significance of 
SUE BAYLISS in the play. 

Start SUE. I’ll bet. It’s romantic… it’s very unusual to me, marrying the brother… (47) 
End SUE. …I’m at the end of my rope on it! (49) 

ACT TWO SEMINAR 2 
Discuss the role and significance of GEORGE DEEVER in the play. 

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. Comment on Miller’s use of the Baylisses as a ‘Greek chorus’ commenting on the Kellers and society in general. 

Where in the play are they ‘deployed’ and what do they disclose to the audience? 
2. In what ways are Jim and Sue Bayliss symbolic of a pragmatic society driven by material values? Does Jim’s 

monologue in Act Three challenge or reinforce the need to compromise on one’s ideals (‘watch his star go out’)? 
3. In your view, are the Baylisses upheld as a balance between familial loyalty and responsibility to the community?

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. In what ways is Sue presented as a pragmatic individual? How is this significant in relation to the themes of 

materialism and the family? 
2. Comment on the dynamics between Ann and Sue in this extract. What is the effect and intention of Sue's terms of 

endearment ('darling', ‘dear')? 
3. 'There's not a person on the block who doesn't know the truth.' What does Sue’s revelation suggest about the 

neighbours and the audience-at-large (i.e. post-war America) in relation to collective guilt / denial? 
4. Why does the playwright place Sue's commentary about Chris at the start of Act Two? How is the audience led to 

perceive Chris, in the light of his ‘phony idealism’ and moral imperfections?

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. In what ways is George’s off-stage ‘presence’ at the end Act One significant? How does his phone call change the 

mood of the scene? What does it disclose to the audience about the Kellers? 
2. How might the audience see George the representation of the past returning to the present? Pay particular attention 

to his recounting of the past in his confrontation with Chris. 
3. What does the interaction between George and Mother tell us about Mother / family / nostalgia or living in the past? 
4. How does the character of George play the ‘agent of justice’ that helps to expose the truth? How is his appearance in 

the middle of Act Two crucial to the tragic plot / classical tragedy structure? 
5. Do we see George as a foil or parallel to Chris? In what ways (consider their motivation and priorities) and why?
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COLLABORATIVE TASKS 

CLASS INVESTIGATION 1 
The Kellers are described by Sue Bayliss as the ‘HOLY FAMILY’ (Act 2). How far do you agree that the 
Kellers are portrayed as an IDEAL FAMILY? 

CLASS INVESTIGATION 2 
Discuss the effects and significance of SETTING and MOTIFS in All My Sons. 

CLASS DEBATE 1 
‘This house believes that Chris wholly REJECTS his father and all he stands for at the end of Act Two.’ 

GROUP TASKS 
1. How are the Kellers presented as an ‘ideal family’ that embodies the American Dream, whether in terms of material 

wealth or familial bliss? 
2. How is the Keller family regarded by their neighbours? Consider the use of the backyard setting, frequent entrances 

and exits, the Lubeys’ and Baylisses’ perspectives, as well as Keller’s reference to (his house of) ‘cards’. 
3. Where and how in the play is the audience’s perception of the Keller family disrupted? In what ways are the Kellers 

revealed to be ‘unholy’ and less than ‘ideal’?  
4. Comment on the presentation of divisions and conflict within the Keller family. Why does the play present us a family 

torn apart by competing desires or ideologies?

GROUP TASKS 
1. (a) How does the use of the Kellers’ backyard as the primary setting of the play present the sense of community in 

the play? (b) What dramatic function does the house have on the stage? 
2. (a) In what ways is the detailed description of the house significant? What concerns are raised?  

(b) What is the significance of Mother’s allusions to food? 
3. Comment on the symbolism of the apple tree, considering in detail Mother’s perspective and its relation with Larry. 
4. Discuss the significance of the poplar trees (highlighted by Ann on p25, George on p57) and the jail motif (p23-24). 
5. What do the scenes of laughter and festivity in the play illustrate? How do they contribute to dramatic rhythm? 
6. (a) What does Sue’s allusion to the ‘hair shirt’ and ‘broadcloth’ (p49) suggest to the audience about Chris? 

(b) What does Chris’s use of animal imagery in Act Three (p87) tell us about him or his self-perception?

QUESTIONS 
1. Comment on Chris’s interrogation of Joe Keller on pages 76 and 77, with particular reference to the vocatives used 

(e.g. you, Dad) and the tone in his questions and exclamations (e.g. ’Dad, you killed twenty-one men!’). 
2. What is Chris’s view of the ‘business’ in relation to ‘my boys’? What does this suggest about his relationship with Joe? 
3. Closely analyse the final lines of Chris’s monologue, starting from ‘You’re not even an animal’. What do Chris’s 

‘questions’ at the end reflect (‘What must I do to you? I ought to… Jesus God, what must I do?’) 
4. In your view, do the stage directions indicate Chris’s desire to physically hurt or harm his father? (note: Don’t let the 

various filmed versions dictate your own reading of the text).
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CLASS INVESTIGATION 3 
‘You’re a boy, what could I do! I’m in business... a hundred and twenty cracked, you’re out of 
business.’ (Act Two) Discuss the ways in which Joe Keller is presented as a TRAGIC HERO. 

CLASS DEBATE 2 
‘This house believes that Joe Keller finally RECOGNISES THE CONSEQUENCES of his actions.’ 

GROUP TASKS 
1. In what ways is Keller presented as a ‘common man’ who has a ‘noble nature’ (as a father, provider, boss)? 
2. What would you consider his hamartia or tragic flaw? Is it his deluded sense of attachment to providing for the family? 

Or is it his excessive pride in his role as father (‘my only accomplishment is my son’, 53)? 
3. Does Keller come to a kind of anagnorsis (moment of realisation)? Does he accept that he is ‘responsible’ to society 

and culpable for the deaths of the twenty-one men? 
4. How far would you agree that Joe Keller is seen as an ‘ignoramus’ who is a victim* of his social circumstances? Does 

the audience ‘see it human’ and sympathise with his plight? 
5. To what extent does the audience view him as a conniving profiteer who acts only in his own interests and disregards 

the welfare of others (in other words, the play’s central villain)? 

*Critics have remarked that Miller’s plays present ‘pathetic victims’ instead of ‘tragic heroes’. We leave you to decide if these concepts are antithetical.

PREAMBLE 
The 2013 ‘A’ Level essay question alludes to the concept of anagnorisis (Greek for ‘recognition’), whereby the tragic hero’s 
discovery produces a change from ignorance to knowledge. Keller, in Miller’s ‘tragedy of the common man’, is set up as a 
tragic hero noble in his role as father and provider and flawed in his blind devotion to the family. 

IDEAS 
1. What are the ‘consequences’ of Joe Keller’s actions on the 21 men, his family and the community? 
2. What does ‘recognition’ mean to you? Does it mean remorse or guilt? Must it involve an act of atonement? 
3. In your view, what does Keller’s suicide represent? Is justice served, or is it an act of cowardice / evasion? 

EVIDENCE 
- ‘I don't know what you mean! You wanted money, so I made money. What must I be forgiven? You wanted money, 

didn't you? […] but I got a family… It’s got to excuse it!’ (83) 
- ‘What should I do? (Chris is silent) Jail? You want me to go to jail? If you want me to go, say so! Is that where I belong? 

Then tell me so! (Slight pause) What's the matter, why can't you tell me? (88) 
- ‘Who worked for nothin’ in that war? When they ship a gun or a truck outa Detroit before they got their price? Is that 

clean? It’s dollars and cents, nickels and dimes; war and peace, it's nickels and dimes, what's clean? Half the goddam 
country is gotta go if I go! That's why you can't tell me.’ (89) 

- ‘I can't sleep here. I'll feel better if I go… (looking at letter in his hand). Then what is this if it isn't telling me? Sure, he 
was my son. But I think to him they were all my sons. And I guess they were, I guess they were. I'll be right down. (Exits 
into house)’ (90)
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RESPONSES 

Essay 1 
The Kellers are described by Sue Bayliss as the ‘Holy Family’ (Act 2). How far do you agree that the Kellers are 
portrayed as an ideal family?  

At first glance, it would seem that the family structure of the Kellers is indeed idyllically whole and therefore 
ideal. However, the idea of an ideal family unit being equal to a family that is ideal in itself is subverted by Miller- 
as the play continues, the reader comes to realise that they are neither ‘holy’ nor 'whole-y', the former in the 
hypocrisy and treachery of Joe Keller, and the latter with the (albeit as yet unknown) death of Larry. 

The broken tree appears as a source of mystery for the audience, a kink in a chain one cannot undo. ‘The four-
foot-high stump…’’s niggling presence makes it uncomfortable for the audience to accept the deceptively stable 
and whole family situation, especially as quite a number of comments (for example, in Act One when the Kellers’ 
neighbours kept commenting on the state of the tree) in one way or another revolve around that very tree, 
proving time and time again the significance of that tree to the family, with its different representations to the 
each of the remaining members. The fact that ‘fruit still cl[ung] to [the tree’s] branches’, and Mother’s repeated 
subtle yet powerful insertions of Larry into family conversations (‘Everything that happened seems to be coming 
back… His (and not Larry’s) baseball glove. I haven’t seen it in a century.’) shows us the insistence that Mother 
still chooses believe that Larry is still alive, and her refusal to accept anything other than this (in her mind) desired 
situation, and it is this denial and stubbornness that continues to hold the family back, binding them to their past, 
almost like a deadweight, making it more and more difficult for Chris and Joe to be patiently honest with her 
about their own belief that he’s very definitely dead. The brokenness of the tree, this permanent damage, is akin 
to the discordance within the family unit, the irreversible movement from what at first seemed ideal to the 
conflicted ties that strain and threaten this once whole unit, and gives the audience reason to peg the Keller 
family as something other than ideal. The ties that once bound a family together have now become chains that 
shackle them together, whether they like it or not. 

W.B. Yeats once said that ‘the creations of a great writer are little more than the moods and passions of his own 
heart, given surnames and Christian names, and sent to walk the earth’. To me, it would seem that Miller is most 
definitely not ignorant of this fact, for every character has been so very cleverly named, their vocatives each a 
tool contributing to the overall forces behind All My Sons. On the surface, the Kellers would appear to have 
attained the American Dream in post-war America, what with a wholesome family unit consisting of a father 
(Joe), mother (Kate) and child (Chris), home ownership and a stable income and comfortable amounts of money 
lining their pockets [Analysis and evidence needed here]. Sue even alludes them to the ‘Holy Family’, with Joseph, 
the father, the Mother Mary, and Christ, their (only) begotten son. However, the parallels are smudged should 
one choose to compare them directly; the inclusion of Larry sticks out like a sore thumb, an extra bit in this 
‘family unit’ that would otherwise seem whole. The fact that their family name is also ‘Keller’ can be said to be an 
indirect reference and euphemism for ‘killers’, and so each of their names provides the audience with clues as to 
their individual characters (Chris as a self-sacrificing, loving and righteous son who ironically pressed on in 
claiming what he wanted (Annie) and drove his father to 'sacrifice' instead; Joe who, in his drive to devote all his 
time and energy to care for his family through material support and provision, 'kills' off a son, and Mother, who as 
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much as she loves her son Chris cannot forget Larry, effectively drowning the family in its past) and how they 
come to slowly, irreversibly and irrevocably wear down the fortitude of their previously close-knit family unit. In 
this respect, the audience then comes to understand just how their striving for perfection only left them in horrid 
brokenness, had they not stuck so staunchly to what their expected roles would have been, especially in the case 
of Joe. Rather tragic, really. [Elaborate further on how they are portrayed as an ideal family] 

Miller delivers the final blow by attacking the family unit not only from within, but from the outside as well. In 
using them to represent the voices of the community, he paints a devastating picture of the discordance/
irregularity between who they think they are, who they at first seem to be and what they really look like 'from the 
ground'. Their views serve as a sort of basis for enhanced reliability, affirming what the audience’s creeping niggling 
feelings would have been telling them, by using them as points of authority so cleverly placed like a sneaky 
advocate of the devil, laying them like a trap through which the truth is revealed, and all illusions shattered. Sue 
says that she ‘resent[s]’ living next door to them, and it is the strong, negatively connotated lexeme  ‘resent’ that 
adds on to her harsh accusation that he does not deserve the right to 'play God' and ‘ruin a man’s life’, shattering 
the previous image of the family, the more 'picture-perfect', 'cookie-cutter' one that used to seem like the desired 
end-goal for most, if not all Americans of that time. Through her lines, the question of self-interest is clearly 
pitted against that of social responsibility, because she asserts that ‘everybody knows Joe pulled a fast one to get 
out of jail’. While this is damning enough in highlighting Joe’s artificiality, the situation becomes even more grim 
when the audience sees Chris recognising this fact on more than one occasion, an example being the time when 
Joe tried to plead leniency with his son, saying that ‘[Larry] never flew a P-40’, and that he is not responsible for 
his death. To some, this may absolve him from some sin, but Chris, in all his righteousness, remains ‘(unyielding)’ in 
his accusations and his ‘(…overwhelming fury)’. By tackling the solidity of the family unit from all sides, Miller 
renders the ‘poplar trees’ that seemed to surround the family house like some sort of fortification effectively 
useless, as the neighbours continuously walk in and out of their backyard, highlighting the invasiveness of the 
truth, and how it has pervaded beyond all measures to expose the truth, such that the audience cannot, by the 
end of the play, look to the Kellers as an ideal family at all. 

Hence, while the mood may have at first seemed rather jovial, with Jim and the other neighbours engaging in 
cheery banter and Chris trying to maintain cordial conversation, the relations between the members of the family 
soon sour once again, taking them back into a past, leaving them in an uncomfortable rut that is certainly not 
ideal but broken, fragmented, and tainted. 

Nicole M. Ang 
2T08 (2013) 

Editor’s comments: 
An atypical essay by all means that puts forward a strong thesis. This essay lets go of familial relationships to focus on 
how dramatic structure and symbolism of names / setting combine to present the ‘brokenness’ of the family. The ‘unholy’ 
dimension (venal, corrupt, morally questionable) of the family could be better developed.  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Essay 2 
The Kellers are described by Sue Bayliss as the ‘Holy Family’ (Act 2). How far do you agree that the Kellers are 
portrayed as an ideal family?  

The Kellers do indeed appear, on the surface, as merely an ‘ideal’ American family, both typical and harmonious.  
However, beneath the façade of this nuclear family, it is truly a family, just like a nuclear, built from and made up 
of disastrous secrets, scandals and elements, on the verge and ready to erupt and break apart the family. To us 
audiences, we realise as the play progresses, the dysfunctional and not so ‘holy’ family.  This dual effect of both an 
ideal and unholy family is illustrated through literary methods such as characterisation, stage directions and most 
importantly setting and symbols. This presentation of the subtle change with the progression of time calls for the 
audience to acknowledge that there is much more to the Keller family than what meets the eye. 

The use of biblical allusions through characterisation in the play contributes to the portrayal of the Kellers as a 
‘holy family’. Arthur Miller characterises Joe, Kate and Chris Keller to be just like the holy family through the use 
of the names 'Joe', 'Chris' and 'Mother'. Just like father and son in the bible, where the name 'Joe' is short for 
'Joseph' who is also the father in the bible and 'Chris' whose name is similar to that of the Son of God, or 'Christ' 
as well. Finally, we have 'Mother' in the play, whom just like 'Mary', is the mother of Christ. Joe Keller is seen as a 
devoted father and the provider of a family who works at the factory, but also as just a 'man among men'. Chris, 
like Christ who is all loving and great is seen to be 'a man capable of immense affection and loyalty' and also the 
one making all the sacrifices, always 'pull(ing) back because other people will suffer', one who, to himself, saw 
everyone as 'all my sons' to Keller. Lastly, Mother, as her name suggests, is portrayed as the fulcrum of the family. 
Thus, we see how this family mirrors almost exactly the idea of the Bible’s Holy family, leading us to perceive 
them initially as perfect and pure. However, as secrets unveil with time and chaos starts to erupt, we notice that is 
goes to show that the illusion of the Kellers as a 'holy family' is thus, in all but name.  

In terms of the stage directions presented to each character, we are able to see not only the external presentation 
of the perfect family, but we are also able to eventually able comprehend the dysfunction of the family. The play 
opens with 'leisurely' comings and goings of neighbours at the Kellers’ backyard, a place ‘people come all the time 
for cards’. The Kellers’ home is place filled with the repetition of 'laughing' and casual greetings such as 'Hya' fill 
the audience with a sense of community-like closeness and harmony. Keller and Chris share an incredible blood 
bond as we see how Keller 'grips Chris by the back of his beck' with 'overriding affection' and thus, establishing and 
reflecting the almost unbreakable father and son relationship. Even amongst non-blood related characters, we see 
the affectionate relationship between mother and George as 'Mother cups his face in her hands' and 'touches his 
hair' as well as with Chris and Anne as he 'clasps her around waist, smiling'. Words such as 'cups', 'touches', 'grips' and 
'clasps' used in these stage directions reflect the comfort the family feels within the community and themselves. 
We are thus presented with such physical intimacy and closeness within, not only the family itself, but also the 
Kellers’ intimate relationship with the external community. Thus, this harmonious disguise initially manipulates 
the audience into perceiving and believing the Kellers to be all but a normal and ideal American family, accepted 
by a friendly and pleasant community.  

However, we are ultimately faced with the full-blown external conflict between father and son when the truth is 
revealed almost as abruptly as the revelation. The stage directions change to one violence at the end of the play, 
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leading us to the actual image of a dysfunctional and chaotic family. In the end, Chris and Keller’s movements 
turn into 'those of subtle pursuit and escape' where Chris uncontrollably 'with his fist pounds down upon his father’s 
shoulder'. Tension builds as the characters become filled with intensity and aggression as Keller 'taking his arm' 
results in Chris 'pulling violently away from him'. The growing physical display of violence, aggression and distancing 
between the characters of the Keller family parallels the emotional breaking between all the familial relationships 
where finally, coming to the point of fatal consequence where 'a shot us heard in the house' as Keller kills himself. 
It makes us audiences are made to feel highly empathetic for the Kellers as we realise how the measures taken to 
keep up the image and 'phony idealism' the Kellers fought so hard to preserve is ironically the cause of their 
familial downfall and corruption. Hence, these reflect the literally deadly secrets, lies and scandals that have made 
the family an undeniably corrupt and dysfunctional family.  

The setting and symbols presented to us throughout the play serves as a greater explanation and reflection of the 
‘un-holiness’ of the Kellers. The setting of the play opens and is presented to audiences as a 'nicely painted' and 
'tight and comfortable' house, the perfect home for a perfect family. However, despite this external façade, or 
possibly eradicated harmony due to the series of events, the setting changes and is left with evidence of the cause 
of destruction within the family. Instead, we see a home now filled with 'plants whose season is gone' amongst the 
past 'yard green with sod'. This suggests to us readers of the not so harmonious and smooth-sailing journey of this 
family, one that is broken apart through time due to Kellers secrets and lies of the murder of the twenty one men. 
The Kellers, just like the the once standing apple tree and alive plants, are now broken apart, dead and gone. 
Moreover, the use of the poplar trees for the setting of the play contributes to the idea of the mystery and deceit 
filled within the Keller family. The 'tall' and 'closely packed' poplar trees acts as a metaphorical shield that 'cut off 
view' of the truth of the matter within this not so pure and holy family. To the audience, we are thus made to 
suspect and and await in suspense the revelation of all the scandals and told lies from Keller’s doings. This 
seemingly serves as a protection of the Keller against the wider community, eventually adds to the idea and 
theme of concealment and revelation at the end of the play. The elements used in the setting thus symbolise the 
state of the Keller family, a once harmonious and possibly ideal family that is turned into a dysfunctional and 
highly empathetic family broken apart due to the consequences and hauntings of the past, the World War ll.  

Miller’s use of the jail motif also serves to portray the Kellers as a corrupt and almost criminal family. The scene 
between Keller and Bert causes Mother to significantly stand out in the play. The jail motif leads to Mother’s 
agitation and anger arising from the persistent declaration of 'there’s no jail here' seems to reflect a questionable 
reaction, however finally we come to realise that the Keller’s home truly is just their very own jail. The continuous 
declaration of the non-existence of a prison to Bert comes across to the audience as dramatic irony as the 
characters are truly living in a place with no escape and where they are excluded from society, just like a prison. 
This metaphorical representation of the Kellers’ home as a prison does indeed suggest to the audience the subtle 
and unspoken exclusion of the Keller family from society as 'there’s not a person on the block who doesn’t know 
the truth' and that 'Joe pulled a fast one to get out of jail'. This thus enables us as the audience to pity the Kellers, 
especially Keller, as they are brought upon shame, exclusion and humiliation for breaking the social contract. Just 
like a prison, their thoughts and actions are restricted and limited to their own guilty conscience, leading them as 
sufferers and criminals of their own fate. Thus, we see the Kellers as far from ideal and filled with conflict and 
suffering. 
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Thus, the Kellers, just like how they desire or believe themselves to have been seen to the community, merely live 
a short-lived superficial and artificial façade of harmony and peace. However, they are instead a truly complex 
and almost empathetic family built on lies and conflict due to the breaching of expectations and roles of the social 
contract. 

Denise Lim 
2T23 (2014) 

Essay 3 
‘You’re a boy, what could I do! I’m in business… a hundred and twenty cracked, you’re out of business.’ (Act 2) 
Discuss the ways in which Joe Keller is presented as a tragic hero. 

By Aristotelian standards a Tragic Hero referred to a potentially noble person who; through some flaw in his 
character, contributes in some extent to his own downfall and must suffer for his own wrongdoing, thereby 
acquiring self-knowledge and so purges his faults. While Joe Keller has nothing of noble lineage – despite many of 
his noble, grand intentions – we invariably see him as a modern rendition of the Tragic Hero, whose fatal flaw lies 
in his innately selfish nature that gifts him with a startlingly limited worldview, amongst others. This quality of 
selfishness is unique in Joe’s context that it extends not only to him, but his immediate family. Miller’s portrayal 
of the Tragic Hero who encompasses all self-serving values of modern society easily paint him a dislikable figure, 
and which sets up the pretext for his downfall.  

Miller’s portrayal of the constraints of Joe’s limited worldview and hence his incapacity to see beyond the family 
and business as a result of his intrinsic selfishness serves as the fatal flaw that brings about his impending suicide. 
All My Sons is easily a play about a series of events alluding to moral responsibility, but in Joe Keller there is very 
little of it – or, it could be said, none. The fiasco over the cracked cylinder heads are largely an affirmation of Joe’s 
selfishness and his pursuit of money, a fact made most apparent in Act Two even as he talks down to Chris. 'You’re 
a boy….I’m in business, a man is in business' highlights his pitiful attempts to make Chris see sense, but which only 
make his underlying materialism all the more evident. Dramatic irony surfaces at its peak with the juxtaposition of 
'boy' and 'man', for Keller’s flaw only serve to make him more of an irrational boy than the moralistic adult that 
Chris embodies. The same flaw is clearly represented in his diatribe, in which the urgency of his tone clearly 
conveys his basic, instinctual quest for money. '…a hundred and twenty cracked, you’re out of business;…the 
process don’t work, you’re out of business' The repeated mention of 'business' and 'contracts' throughout his 
outburst are indicators of his selfishness and hence fatal flaw; his close fixation on pursuits of wealth and family 
result in his inability to see or show concern for the well-being of anyone outside his immediate family, and it is 
this that triggers his suicide when he is confronted with newfound wisdom and responsibility at the end of the 
play. An allusion to his incapacity to see beyond the good of the family is made in Act One through setting, when 
Ann comments on how 'the poplars got thick, didn’t they?', similar to the initial description of the Keller’s house, 
'hedged on right and left by tall, closely planted poplars'. The physical environment that closes the Kellers in is also 
indicative of Joe’s tendency to ignore anything beyond the people in his home. Though he has committed a crime 
he is, at the end of Act Two, stubbornly unrepentant, choosing instead to justify it from a self-sacrificial 
standpoint, meant to evoke Chris’s sympathy but instead invokes his anger. 'Chris…Chris, I did it for you, it was a 
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chance and I took it for you' illustrates the second piece of his fatal flaw, in which twenty-one men died – 'how 
could I kill anybody' – for the purpose of leaving a business for his family. Such deliberate ignorance then is 
deserving of a great deal of scorn from the audience for this tragic hero. In this aspect Chris’s departure as well as 
Mother’s acknowledgement of how he 'did a terrible thing' becomes his suffering and the opportunity from which 
he will glean a sense of wisdom. The hard truth that 'it don’t excuse it that you did it for the family' severs the 
deception that Joe and Kate have carried on for too long almost eerily foreshadows Keller’s impending guilty 
sentence – his suicide. In the present, however, he suffers from the stinging impact of Mother’s words, as evident 
in his denying, resounding response; that it’s 'got to excuse it!' At this point in the play the audience is led to feel a 
fair amount of contempt and distaste for Keller’s ways, which serve to fulfil none but his own selfish purposes. 
Miller’s portrayal of Joe Keller in the closing scene sees Joe wizened up, at last receptive to the knowledge that he 
must atone for the deaths of the twenty-one soldiers, surmised in a powerful, striking line – '…they were all my 
sons. And I guess they were. I guess they were' after which he seemingly prepares to turn himself in. Such a 
confession decidedly evokes the sympathy of the audience for Keller, who appears to have truly been made aware 
of his fatal flaw. It is deeply ironic, then, that an awareness of the effect of this fatal flaw on the rest of society – 
moral responsibility – should be fatal to Keller, who takes his own life. It is truly thus, that set up the 
circumstances for Joe in the role of the Tragic Hero, and the play as a tragedy.  

His inclination to manipulate supposedly good intentions as justification for his crimes constitute another portion 
of his fatal flaw, all of which stem from innate selfishness. The pledge 'for family' then becomes a shield to hide 
behind, and he suffers when 'family' does not echo his views. This is especially apparent in the case of the conflict 
between Chris and Joe. Chris, then, is the playwright’s representation of the voice of the moral majority and an 
obligation to fellow mankind – 'I was dying every day and you were killing my boys and you did it for me... What 
must I do to you?' Chris’s idea of what it is to be human is to care for fellow human beings, as an individual that is 
part of a society. Keller’s flaw lies in that he never admits this responsibility, completely centred on his own 
beliefs. The conflict between Joe and Chris that arises due to a clash in values also effectively brings up the 
dramatic action that ends with Joe’s downfall. Joe’s behaviour in Act One is telling of these traits. His imposing 
his ideal on Chris in hiding his personal shame and guilt – 'I’m going to build you a house, stone, with a driveway 
from the road', 'I want you to use what I made for you' is employed as a means of absolving him of guilt. The 
emphasis on material values is further emphasised in his dialogue; speaking of the 'good money, there’s nothing 
wrong with that money', but it is largely ironic that the money was obtained through illicit means, on Keller’s 
guilty conscience. He plays the protective father in a bid to remove guilt, though the effort is irrevocably lost on 
Chris in their confrontation in Act Three. He suffers when Chris rejects his warped ideology, expressing 
'overwhelming fury' and a rare, savage surge of violence: 'What did you do? Explain it to me or I’ll tear you to 
pieces', upon learning that Joe has betrayed the 'man-for-man responsibility'. Keller, for all his ideals, cannot 
understand the contrast in mindsets. That they are polar opposites and that he has fought all his life for 'the 
business' because 'I got a family' creates conflict and inevitably the path to his downfall. Chris’s perceptible 
influence on Joe plays a hefty role in driving Joe to his suicide; the morality that Chris demands of Joe heavily 
contrasts with Joe’s lack of any social obligation. It is, therefore, resoundingly accurate when he says 'A man can’t 
be a Jesus in this world!', suggesting that he will never possess the same sort of moral responsibility. Thus this 
conflict sends him to his suicide, not as an acceptance of his crimes but an escape from guilt. While Keller proves 
to be a thoroughly dislikable character by modern standards, the audience perceives that the conflict between 
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social values of the father-son pair is much too wide to be repaired, and so a great deal of sympathy is evoked for 
this loss of kinship. In this flaw he is a Tragic Hero in the truest sense. 

Miller presents Joe Keller as a Tragic Hero to exceptional effect; his single inherent flaw – selfishness – allows him 
to live his life with blinders on. These blinders are successfully used by Joe to determine his course of action, 
regardless of consequence, only that it serve the interest of himself, his business, and his family. Beyond his 
immediate family he is capable of uncaring, and it is this quality that generates a series of bad decisions that 
ultimately factor into his downfall. His own nature serves to provoke his suicide; clashing with that of Chris, who 
is Miller’s embodiment of all moralistic values. It is thus that Joe is constructed in the role of the Tragic Hero, 
which is emphasised by his suicide at the end of the play. While the figure of a tragedy the audience finds that 
these character traits serve to invoke nothing but a hefty dose of distaste. Sympathy is only awarded with his 
death, but for his obstinate nature that prevents him from learning from his mistakes. Joe Keller is a tragic hero, 
harbours good intentions, and has but one flaw.  

Michelle Wong 
2T08 (2013) 

Essay 4 
Discuss the role and significance of George Deever in the play. 
In the play, George Deever is another ‘son’ of the Kellers’, having spent his childhood partly under their care as 
the Deevers and Kellers were inextricably linked through Steve and Joe. George therefore serves as a foil to Chris 
Keller, as well as a catalyst for the truth to be revealed. Furthermore, as a lawyer, he signifies the society’s 
standards.  

George Deever is a foil to Chris Keller, having been ‘diapered’ by Kate Keller and accepted by the Kellers as 
family, having ‘never felt at home anywhere but (at the Kellers).’ This cements his role as a foil to Chris, having 
grown up together and having been regarded by Joe Keller as one of his sons, yet in the end, lacking the flesh and 
blood relation. In terms of ideology, both are in agreement as well, described by Kate Keller as having had “big 
principles’ and been ‘Eagle scouts’, idealists, especially George, who got ‘mad about fascism’. The allusion to 
fascism further emphasises George’s conviction to the American Dream, and the strength of his idealism. 
However, the parallel ends after the war, as Chris returns to life as usual with seemingly little difficulty while 
George struggled to resume his, turning more pessimistic, asserting that “outside there doesn’t seem to be much 
of a law.” This antithesis reflects the reality of post-war societies; while some men, like Chris, are able to emerge 
from wars mostly unscathed, there are many more like George, who are unable to return to their pre-war 
existences, and thus George is able to function as Miller’s voice in the play, providing a realistic bent to the play. 
In the world of All My Sons, however, George as a supporting character provides us with more insight into Chris’s 
character; through George, we see Chris as a leader, commanding and brash when George provokes him, 
unhesitant in using ad hominem arguments, (‘George, you don’t want to be the voice of God, do you?’). This 
accusatory comment, framed as an interrogative sentence and meant to guilt George into silence calls into 
question Chris’s character, as his wartime experience as the beloved leader of a squad of men was a defining 
aspect of his character and the plot development, thus this rash reaction serves to cast ambiguity on the true 
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nobility of his character. This is evidenced yet again by Chris’s insistence that ‘George is just a damn fool, Mother. 
How can you take him seriously?’ This reaction, in spite of their similarities, in spite of George’s idealism and 
upright quest for the truth, which we expect Chris to admire given his lofty ideals, further questions just how 
moral Chris is. 

Furthermore, for the entirety of the first Act of the play, the characters can be said to be in a play within a play, 
with every character pretending something, hiding their true thoughts and walking on eggshells around each 
other. George’s arrival, however, shatters the Mise en Abyme through his utter lack of pretence. By making 
George an emotionally-bound character who seeks the truth and higher ideals, Miller is able to propel the play 
forward at an urgent pace (the play takes place in less than 24 hours), set primarily by the tensions that George 
calls to the fore. He is the truth-seeker, the one who has nothing to gain by keeping the silence about Joe Keller’s 
guilt, but he is also an impulsive character, who, according to Chris, identified as one who sees the best in people, 
“That’s been your trouble all your life, George, you dive into things” and this characteristic allows George, and 
only George, to be the catalyst for the ending of the play. Without the introduction of George, the play would 
not be able to speed up so rapidly and end so quickly and yet be impactful. George, in this manner, becomes the 
antagonist of the play, the missing opposing character that we had yet to see before his arrival. Indeed, Jim 
Bayliss warns Chris and Ann that ‘he’s got blood in his eye’, an ominous foreshadowing of the progression of the 
play after George’s arrival. With his arrival, the stage is finally set for the revealing of the truth behind the cracked 
cylinder heads and Larry’s death. 

George’s occupation as a lawyer is also highly significant; as a lawyer, he is in part responsible for upholding the 
law, but through a system of prosecution and defence. Given his position, however, George is also seen as the 
representative of the society. George functions as the character who asks all the questions that the characters in 
the play would gossip about, or ask themselves, directing the audience’s attention to these facts, the one who 
‘judge(s) (Joe)’. For instance, George questions, ‘Then why isn’t your name on the business? Explain that to her!’ 
and prior to that in Act 1, Chris rejects Joe’s attempt to make the plant fully Chris’s, ‘(a little uneasily) J. O. Keller 
is good enough.’ With the help of the stage directions, which betrays Chris’s unease with having the plant, the 
short declarative sentence which is denotative and the use of the adverb ‘enough’, we pick up on the note of 
tension. However, with George drawing attention to the significance of his refusal, the audience is not just closer 
to acknowledging the truth of the Kellers’ role in the death of the P-40 pilots, but the entire ‘Holy Family’ now 
comes under the critical eye of the audience – by interrogating Chris and adding more facts to our understanding 
of the play, identifying Joe as ‘the same man who knows how many minutes a day his workers spend in the toilet.’ 
The adjective ‘same’ and the use of the count noun ‘minutes’ reflects that Joe is a stingy, business-driven 
character who is both particular and strict about business matters, and this characterisation suggests that he is 
not just guilty, but that he is judged in the eyes of society to be guilty with good reason.  

In conclusion, George has a pivotal role in the play and is particularly significant due to his similarities to Chris. As 
the last character introduced to the audience, he is placed in direct opposition to the Kellers, his arrival almost 
like the coming of a storm, precipitating the end of the play. 

Alyssa Tjioe  
2T18 (2014) 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Essay 5 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the portrayal of the relationship between 
Joe and Kate Keller here and elsewhere in the play  (Act One, p22). 

Contrary to traditional gender roles, Mother is the domineering, matriarchal figure in the Keller household, 
whereas Joe is largely presented as the submissive husband throughout the play. Although the Kellers are 
portrayed to be a jovial, harmonious household for much of Act 1, this scene surfaces the underlying tensions and 
guilt within the family through the strained Kate-Joe relationship, where Kate is seen to be constantly berating 
Joe and imposing her will on him. Furthermore, her excessively confrontational tone towards Joe evokes a sense 
of suspicion in the audience, drawing their attention not only to her delusional nature and self-denial, but also to 
the entrapment and deep-seeded guilt buried in the Keller household.  

Joe and Kate Keller’s relationship is one where Kate is portrayed to be the domineering and controlling figure, 
which evinces her vehement denial of reality and the family’s guilt. Kate’s control over Joe is clearly evident in her 
assertive tone, as seen when she commands Joe to 'act like (Larry’s) coming back', effectively giving him a 
directive in order to satisfy her delusion that Larry is still well and alive. Moreover, her demeanour towards Joe 
depicts her power: Mother 'looks at him critically' and gives him a 'question and a warning', scrutinising his 
responses and reactions almost as if he were a child who had been misbehaving. Furthermore, her constant 
interruptions surface a tension between the two, and are also her way of establishing dominance in the dialogue. 
Her strong rejection of Keller’s reply about how Chris 'just wanted to see her (Ann)' reveals her desperate desire 
to maintain the façade of a happy household, just like in the past, where Ann was still Larry’s girlfriend. Her 
insistence that Ann is 'not his girl' shows how she is still living in the past, and is unable to accept the reality that 
their lives have been irrevocably altered by the war, with underlying tensions existing in the family. Her overt 
refusal to acknowledge Larry’s death also alludes to the guilt buried within the Keller family as the audience learns 
in Act 3 that Mother has been aware of Joe’s crime all along, and by denying what happened in the past, she tries 
to maintain the appearance of a harmonious family.  The escalation in her tone and speech in exclaiming 'Because 
if he’s not coming back, then I’ll kill myself!' not only further emphasises her deep insistence in self-denial, but 
also draws suspicion from the audience, evoking doubts and questions about her desperate irrationality. 

Conversely, Joe plays the role of the submissive and consoling husband; his cautiousness and sensitivity towards 
Kate when questioned shows an eagerness to move forward and hide his guilt. When Joe is under Kate’s scrutiny, 
he avoids her interrogation by questioning her ('How do you know he’s even thinking of it?'), being careful not to 
upset her. His submissive tone and defensive attempts to divert the attention away (Look, it’s a nice day. What 
are we arguing for?') shows that he is trying to avoid revealing Chris’ intentions, knowing that Kate will object 
vehemently. Furthermore, his demeanour of 'sharply watching her reaction' clearly shows his caution, not wanting 
to arouse suspicion or to hurt her feelings. It is here that we witness the key conflict in the relationship between 
Kate and Joe: while Kate wants to live in her illusion of the past and maintain a façade, Joe is eager to move 
forward with Chris and Ann’s impending wedding because he sees progress as an escape from his guilt due to his 
actions in the past. By moving forward, Joe perceives that he is moving away from his guilt. This is also evident 
later in Act 1, when Joe exclaims to Chris and Kate that he had 'one of the best shops in the state again' after 
'fourteen months', and became a 'respected man again; bigger than ever'. Also, his repeated attempts to console 
Kate by asking her to 'Calm yourself' reveals his submissiveness, and also to avoid Kate’s rambling about the past 
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as he doesn’t want to confront his guilt. Therefore, consistently throughout Act 1 and 2, Joe’s support of Chris 
and Ann’s relationship, which evokes tension and conflict between him and Kate, can be seen as his attempt to 
move past his guilt. 

Kate’s harsh berating of Keller in Bert’s presence surfaces the entrapment in the Keller household. Her 
'suddenness' in chastising Bert for interrupting them and ironic proclamation that there’s 'no jail here' presents the 
jail motif, alluding to the entrapment of the Kellers by past guilt. The exaggerated anger in 'furiously' shouting at 
Joe ('There’s no jail here!') evokes suspicion in the audience about the entrapment of the family because at this 
point, it is not made explicitly known that the Kellers are trapped by their guilt of war profiteering. Furthermore, 
her agitation stems from the fact that she knows Keller should be sentenced to jail for his crime, but now Miller 
brings across the perspective that though he is not in a physical jail, he has put his family in a prison of guilt and 
deceit, having to live with their sins and ill-gotten money. This is evident later in Act 2 when Kate and Joe discuss 
George’s imminent return, and Keller’s defensive response ('What do I care what Steve’s got to tell him?') reveals 
his fear and anxiety, and that the Keller family are still entrapped by his past sins.  

The manner in which Kate imposes her view and attempts to persuade Keller also reveals the blame that Joe has, 
and how they both implicitly share the burden of maintaining family unity by burying the secret of Joe’s war 
profiteering and Larry’s death. Miller shrouds their dialogue largely in ambiguity, with Kate asserting that Keller 
'above all' has 'got to believe' her. The subtext is pertinent here as it is what’s not being said that is emphasized. The 
ambiguity and repetition ('Just don’t stop believing') gives the audience the impression that Keller is somehow 
linked to Larry’s death, foreshadowing the unraveling of his responsibility that would happen in Act 2, after 
George’s return. Furthermore, this deliberate vagueness in their dialogue is reinforced with Bert’s entrance, 
acting as a device for catharsis just when the audience expects Kate to reveal more about Joe’s role in Larry’s 
death. Furthermore, this is seen again when Keller repeatedly exclaims that he has nothing to 'hide', and when 
Kate retorts him by shouting ('stop it!'), Ann and Chris make a timely entrance to relieve the tension. This builds 
up the tension in the audience and causes them to question more about the secrets that Joe and Kate share. 
Furthermore, at the end of Act 1, Kate gravely advises Joe to 'Be smart now' as George is returning to confront 
him. This reinforces the notion in the audience that Kate and Joe share the burden of keeping secrets from the 
past that threaten the unity of the family.  

In conclusion, the conflict and power dynamic in Kate and Joe’s relationship subtly surfaces the underlying guilt 
and entrapment that plagues the Keller household, and how they are both burdened with the task of burying 
these secrets so that it doesn’t threaten their family unity. The conflict in their relationship stems from Kate’s 
desire to live out her delusions of the ideal Keller household in the past, whereas Keller wants to move on with 
Chris and Ann’s relationship because he sees it as a way to escape his guilt. It is through this conflict and the 
confrontations that the audience is made known of the undercurrent of tensions that exist underneath the veneer 
of a harmonious and happy household.  

John Zhang 
2T36 (2013) 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Essay 6 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the portrayal of the relationship between 
Joe and Kate Keller here and elsewhere in the play (Act One, p22). 

This passage traces the fault lines that slowly start to surface throughout the play: acting as the first scene where 
we see domestic tension between husband and wife, it is the first taste of conflict that emerges within the Keller 
family. This straining relationship sees Kate take centerstage, playing the role of the more dominant aggressor, 
evident in her commanding tone and forceful language. Joe relents, and plays the accommodating father in this 
relationship.  

From Kate’s replies to Joe, we can tell she is the more dominant interlocutor – she makes sure her points of views 
are heard – and she pushes her opinions across strongly. A strong telling sign is the use of declarative sentences 
largely used in her speech, contrasted with Joe’s self-defending questions, but a more telling sign that she almost 
has a stranglehold over Joe’s actions is the use of the first person pronoun, 'I'. More often than not, Kate uses 'I' to 
dictate Joe’s actions or to push her own point of view across. This can be seen when she says 'I know again that I’m 
right' – not only is it pushing her own opinion across to Joe, that statement shows her self-righteousness; she 
does not just want to be heard – she insists that she holds the right view. And she thrusts her beliefs onto Joe, 
demanding he changes for her: 'I want you to act like he’s coming back. I won’t stand for any nonsense.' Notice 
the commanding tone she takes with him: they are declarative sentences, but the mood is imperative. Coupled 
with the usage of 'I', it shows Kate can be rather self-centred, and even unaccommodating. With a strong-willed 
wife demanding her husband succumb to her will, it shows she has a certain dominance over Joe in this 
relationship, and it is perhaps this insistent behaviour that eventually causes tension between husband and wife. 
Their inability to reason things out civilly or come to a mutual understanding puts their relationship on the rocks.  

The situation is further worsened by Joe’s inability to further reason with Kate, forcing him to back away, in an 
attempt to avoid conflict. However, avoiding conflict does not resolve it, and we see the consequences of this 
manifest in the final scene. In this passage, Joe adopts a conflict-avoiding mindset, allowing his wife to bulldoze 
him around. Joe does not attempt to rebut his wife, but look for a resolution – or rather – a temporary 
appeasement. This is seen in his interrogatives as replies to his wife, which is in contrast with her declarative 
opinions and imperative demands. Questions like 'how do you know she waited?' and 'what do you want me to do?' 
show Joe is not imposing his views upon her, but rather trying to understand her better. He even tries to appease 
her with 'what do you want me to do?' – one might say he seeks peace, but I believe he just wants to avoid the 
conflict, and avoid the topic altogether. Furthermore we see how his wife has dominance over him: Juxtaposition 
of 'you' and 'me' in 'what do you want me to do?' shows how one-sided their argument is – he has already let his 
wife dictate his actions. He even tries to change the subject: 'Look, it’s a nice day. What are we arguing for?' He 
provides no solution, no resolution, only an avoidance of the topic, which does not solve anything. It shows his 
unwillingness to discuss matters and it is almost as if he has given up on trying to help Kate out of her denial. In 
this aspect, we can say both husband and wife share equal blame in the upkeep of this façade.  

This scene also shows Joe Keller as a peace-seeking family man; his intention is to appease Kate, and to avoid 
conflict. This is seen most evidently in the repetition of 'calm yourself' three times in response to Kate’s 
aggression, and also the repetition of 'all right,' as if trying to stop the argument from continuing any further. This 
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is in contrast to Kate’s aggressive verbs; the repetition of 'laugh' and 'look', as if mocking and commanding him 
respectively. We also see her commanding nature again, in 'I want you to stop that jail business!' and 'I want you to 
stop that Joe.' We see how Kate drives the relationship again; she attempts to dictate what Joe does, and Joe’s 
futile attempt to even reason is cut off by her, 'Kate-' the dash indicating he was interrupted. As the audience, we 
would expect Kate’s volume and pace of speech to be faster, as opposed to Joe’s softer volume, much like his 
pride that Kate has stamped all over. The symbolic entrance of Bert brings up the topic of jail, something Joe has 
created to supposedly keep peace in the neighbourhood. We see his peace loving nature as a family man again, 
but the whole topic is indeed ironic, as he lies about throwing people into jail, and it mirrors his own situation – he 
should be the one in jail. Another irony is Kate’s insistence on smashing the façade of a jail, when she is actually 
the one in denial of Larry’s death. We can thus conclude that Kate is not consistent in her ideas: she rejects the 
realities she chooses and accepts those she wants to. But more importantly, this impacts the relationship between 
her and Joe, because she shoves all her ideas upon Joe – and he has no choice but to comply.  

Having established the dynamics of their relationship, the portrayal is thus important to us on a symbolical level 
across the play as a whole. The portrayal of their relationship in this scene symbolises the starting of a worsening 
of relations that continues throughout the play. This is in contrast to the scene before, where Miller portrays their 
relationship as the foundation of a stable family, where both Joe and Kate communicate on a fairly equal level, 
and neither of them are drivers of the conversation; they speak as if they are good friends, and their speech 
resembles that of high affective involvement. It is thus possible that in this scene we see Miller starting to 
complicate the situation by introducing problems within the family, and bringing up themes of denial and lying. 
And it is through this scene that Miller surfaces familial tension, and how different beliefs can slowly tear the 
family apart, and to the audience, this is the starting of some semblance of uneasiness and they get a creeping 
feeling that things are starting to go wrong. Thus this scene is important both thematically and dramatically. It 
shows the family is not the perfect family we perceived it to be before: the cracks that were long buried are 
starting to surface and will erupt even further. 

In conclusion, this scene shows the dynamics between Joe and Kate where Kate is the driving force of their 
conversation, and Joe as a family man eager to appease. However, this does not solve anything, as we grow to 
learn, but instead postpones problems to a later date where the accumulation eventually breaks him. The surface 
of the fault lines is just the tip to the iceberg; the cracks run deep and the foundation is unstable. It is inevitable 
that the family suffers – this fatal crack will force their structure to crumble.   

Alistair Chong 
2T37 (2013) 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Essay 7 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the significance of George's impending 
arrival (Act One, 41). 

The imminent arrival of the authorial voice represented by George who seeks vengeance on Joe Keller’s 
unforgivable crime is foreshadowed in this extract through the abrupt break in the harmonious rhythm of the 
scene. The fierce, aggressive protector of the Keller family, Mother, hints at the downward spiral set by the 
impending arrival of the George through her ominous tone and mood indicated clearly by the stage directions. 
Moreover, the juxtaposition against Mother’s warnings by Joe’s curt responses reveal him to hold fast to his denial 
through ignorance of his crime, which anticipates the coming downfall of the Keller family. Hence, the brewing 
storm in this passage is presented largely through the stage directions and tone of the characters. 

As the play is staged with an alternating rhythm of upbeat ‘celebration’ that is often undercut by an underlying 
tension or enraged violence, the diffusing tension at the beginning of the extract is elevated to a celebratory 
mood. However, the blissful atmosphere is short-lived as the background sound of Ann’s telephone conversation 
with George acts as a soft thunder, foreshadowing the imminent danger of the revelation of the secret 
painstakingly concealed by the Kellers. For example, the stage directions illustrating the physical closeness of the 
father-son relationship between Keller and Chris, 'with overriding affection and self-confidence', 'He grips Chris 
by the back of the neck… laughter between his determined jaws' contributes to the ‘forced’ nature of festivity 
that supposedly marks the climax of the scene. The allusion to food again here, 'Champagne, tuxedoes' also adds 
to the festive atmosphere that the audience relates 'a wedding' to. Moreover, Keller’s utterance in the exclamative 
mood, 'all get married!' intensifies the merrymaking atmosphere of this scene. However, the dash in 'tuxedos—!' 
indicates the undercutting of the impending arrival of George that his highlighted through the stage directions, 
'he breaks off' suggesting the abrupt rupture in the harmonious rhythm by George’s presence. Hence, Miller’s apt 
use of alternating dramatic rhythm forecasts more threateningly George’s impending arrival. 

The use of Ann’s agitated response to George and character blocking also contributes to the threatening effect of 
George’s arrival. The fact that Ann is hidden from the audience’s view in the house yet the audience hears her 
voice booming through the house with exasperation suggests that through George’s presence is not seen by the 
audience, his presence is heard and conveyed through Ann’s provoked responses, thereby highlighting the extent 
of the threat that George represents to the Keller family. Moreover, Ann’s tone of frustration indicated through 
emphatic tags, 'for God’s sake?' and pauses indicated through ellipses (line 13) prefigures George’s tense, 
provoked mood upon his entrance in Act Two, which promises to bring discordance to the Keller household. The 
stage directions of Ann’s reaction to her conversation with George, 'mystified' highlights her uneasiness with the 
arrival of George, thereby hinting to the audience the imminent doom brought by George’s charged vengeance. 
Hence, Miller utilises Ann’s critical responses to George to foreshadow the arrival of a vengeful George out to 
pursue his own agenda. 

The drastic change in Mother’s tone and mood as she threateningly warns Keller also foreshadow George’s arrival 
as Mother is cognisant of George’s intentions to expose Joe’s crime and subsequently destabilise the peace of the 
Keller family in Act One. Joe and Kate’s encouragement for Chris and Ann to leave (line 28) and Keller’s 
suggestion to 'take your time' creates a false sense of normalcy, hinting that they do not want Chris and Ann to 
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know about the crime Joe committed. Thus, the subtext in their ‘pretended’ lines reveals how they have 
continually concealed the crime, not least from the audience for the whole of Act One. Moreover, the shift in 
tone and mood from Mother’s affectionate tone, 'It’s beautiful now' to her ominous mood indicated through her 
aggressive 'eyes fixed on' Keller (line 31) accentuate the panic that Mother feels to protect her family from the 
unravelling of the truth by George. This is further indicated by the stage directions, 'her tension breaking out', 
'trembling'. While Mother initially 'speaks with warning' to Joe, her aggressive protectiveness withers to the end of 
the scene as her fear of George’s arrival gets to her. Moreover, the repetition of words in Mother’s utterances, 
'He’s a lawyer', ‘George is a lawyer', 'a postcard', 'not a postcard', 'an airplane', 'an airplane' highlight the escalating 
tension and dread that George’s arrival brings to the Kellers. The emphasis on his role as a lawyer is even more 
foreboding, suggesting that ‘justice’ and ‘truth’ will come to bear in Act Two quickly ('an airplane'). Joe’s curt, 
ignorant responses to Kate amplify his own ignorance or denial of the situation, strangely underlining Mother’s 
panic even more. The interrogative mood that Joe’s dismissive utterances are in response to Mother’s insinuation 
of the effect of George’s arrival also lay the grounds for his downfall — his inability to ‘be smart’ and his 
stubbornness will lead to a different kind of ‘justice’. Finally, Mother’s advice for Joe to 'Be smart now', followed 
by ellipsis, intensifies the heightened sense of doom represented by George’s arrival. The impact of Joe 'slamming 
[the] screen door' that brings Act One to a close foreshadows impending violence and aggression that George’s 
appearance will bring. 

Therefore, the foreshadowing of George’s arrival is achieved through Mother’s aggressive protection through her 
ominous threats, Ann’s agitated responses and the abrupt undercutting of the harmony in Act One. 

Davini Dav 
2T18 (2014) 
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Essay 8 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the dramatization of the relationship 
between Chris and George in the play (Act Two, 59). 

This passage occurs at a very crucial point in the play where George’s entry and attempted revelation of the truth 
threatens the concealment of the Kellers’ guilt and crime. Chris and George are at a height of conflict in this 
passage, reflecting the discordance in each of their individual desires. Dramatic language, stage directions and 
tone are employed to convey these ideas, cumulating to present George’s advocacy for justice and Chris’ 
protection of his family’s reputation and stability, albeit in a highly confrontational manner. Their conflicting 
belief about the nature of the crime foreshadows the truth that will be imminently revealed.  

Through stage directions and dramatic language, the disharmony between Chris and George is revealed, 
suggesting that the two cannot reconcile after the tragic past, nor accept the same version of the truth. The stage 
directions employed suggest a sense of infuriation as George speaks with “almost a scream” and turns to Chris 
“with deliberation”. In contrast, Chris represents a more physical confrontation with “whirling him around” and 
“(sitting) facing George”. This suggests that Chris, bearing more of the guilt of Joe’s crime as he is aware of the 
wrongdoing, exerts more physical dominion to mask his guilt. Whereas George, advocating for the truth in a just 
manner, is frustrated as neither Chris nor Ann accept his view. While George has relatively lengthy lines with a 
high volume of declaratives such as “get your things”, “you know in your heart”, Chris’ are short and are largely 
compliant in nature. The two characters, thus, represent the inexorable conflict between them as they both stand 
for different ideals that cannot be reconciled.  

Chris and George are in conflict due to the insistence on their version of the truth, symbolising the deception 
that Chris willingly surrounds himself with, and George being presented as a foil to Chris. George directly 
addresses Chris by saying “you know him” and “you know in your heart Joe did it”. The repetition of “you know” 
implies that George is aware of Chris’ knowledge that he conceals and thus wishes to surface his guilt in deceiving 
himself, and others. Furthermore, the initial tone of the passage is one that is sardonic and bordering on 
accusatory with George’s cynical claims that “he’s too smart for me” and “the court didn’t know your father!” 
This tone gives us a sense that George is insistent on his beliefs and looks at Chris’ with disdain.  The audience is 
given a preview of the conflict as there is a parallel drawn to the conflict between Chris and Joe Keller that will 
follow the peripeteia when the truth is revealed later on in Act 2.  

Similarly, the tone ends off with being indignant as both George and Chris’ views are irreconcilable as George 
asserts that “He knows, Annie! He knows!” while Chris sarcastically refutes George’s view as “the voice of God!” 
By sarcastically alluding George’s insistence to God’s word, Chris mocks George for seemingly being omniscient, 
when in fact, George does convey more of the truth than Chris himself. This is further substantiated by when 
George “breathlessly” tells Ann that “you don’t know what was done to that man. You don’t know what 
happened…You can’t know, you wouldn’t be here”. The repetition of “you don’t know” and “you can’t know” 
suggests that George accuses Ann of being complicit in the Kellers’ concealment of the truth. While it reinforces 
the deception that the Kellers live in, it further underscores the social responsibility that George embodies, in 
contrast to Chris who evades the truth to maintain familial stability. It is a reaffirmation of what the Kellers 
embody as “(they) ignore what (they) gotta ignore”. Therefore, the ideals of Chris and George are in conflict in 
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this passage, highlighting how George is more in line with the American ideals of truth and justice than Chris 
himself, although the latter is a symbol of the nuclear American family.  

The passage, with George’s entrance, foreshadows the revelation of the truth, suggesting that the truth of Keller’s 
wrongdoing cannot be concealed forever. This is characterised by the shift in power dynamics, with George 
possessing a more dominant role and asserting his influence over Chris. When George converses with Chris in an 
interrogative manner, a sense of echoing is employed. George’s lines precede Chris’ and Chris repeats George’s 
lines “he’s the kind of boss”, “the same Joe Keller” and “the same man” in shorter lines.  Not only does this 
suggest that George tries to impose his version of the truth onto Chris by leading him in a certain manner, it 
shows that Chris does not elaborately impose his own view, as the revelation of the truth is inevitable. Most 
explicit is, however, George’s assertion that “everything they have is covered with blood”. It suggests that the 
Kellers’ are guilty and their mistakes are irreversible. The inevitability of the truth’s revelation is anticipated with 
Keller “uncomfortably” asking “She don’t hold nothin’ against me, does she?” and “…if they want to open up the 
case again, for the nuisance value, to hurt us?” Keller’s discomfort reflects that George’s presence may be a 
threat to his truth and further entrench his guilt. This is further seen in his questions that reflect his guilty 
conscience and tone of uncertainty. Ultimately, this concern epitomises the familial harmony that Keller wishes 
to preserve, one that George’s entrance seeks to threaten.  

In conclusion, this passage is representative of the disharmony between Chris and George, the different ideals 
they believe in and foreshadows the revelation of the truth of the culpable Keller crime. The Chris-George 
relationship is one that epitomises conflict as they stand for very different beliefs that cannot be reconciled as 
they diverge due to truth (or the lack thereof). “To err is human; to forgive, divine”, yet, George may never be 
able to forgive the Keller household for their harrowing crime.  

Uma Sharma 
2T02 (2014) 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